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Abstract 

 

The study examines the value of interactivity in BBC radio programmes, as seen by 

programme makers, and more widely the changes and challenges it brings to news 

journalism. In the current competitive media climate news organisations have to provide new 

facilities and platforms for the audience because the way people consume news is changing. 

This research looks at how and why BBC news programmes, with the help of interactivity, 

have responded to these challenges, and to what degree news journalists think the audience 

should shape the news agenda. The research method is a qualitative analysis of the 

interviews with programme makers.  

 

The issue of audience participation has its roots in the debate on the media’s role in 

strengthening democracy. Shortcomings of mainstream media have been expressed, among 

others, by those advocating public journalism and more recently, participatory journalism. 

The main message seems to be that traditional journalism has failed in its task to encourage 

dialogue between the people and their political representatives. Citizens are portrayed as 

passive observers of the world, and although they are sometimes allowed to appear in the 

news, the news agenda is set by politicians and elites. This has increased calls for rethinking 

of basic top-down journalism and the creation of more imaginative and inclusive forms of 

journalism. The aim of the study is to find out whether interactivity, as described by the 

interviewees, could help to meet those calls, and to determine how much the journalists feel 

threatened by a more active audience; and the extent to which journalistic practices are 

changing with interactivity. Ideas of public journalism and more recently participatory 

journalism form the basis for the theoretical framework of the paper. 

 

 The research finds no fundamental changes in the gatekeepers’ roles; citizens are seen as 

useful sources and they have a new, important role in enriching the news agenda, but 

editorial control remains with journalists. Traditional journalistic practises appear still to be 

relevant in the era of audience participation. The interviewees wanted to be responsive to the 

views and vision of the public but warned against promoting interactivity as a virtue in its 

own right.  

 

For the BBC interactivity may serve as a survival strategy for the future. In response to 

changing audience needs it has introduced a range of interactive services and seems to have 

found a powerful tool in feedback opportunities that, it may hope, will help to continue to 

legitimise public service broadcasting.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

“We do not own the news any more”.  

(Richard Sambrook, director of the BBC Global New Division.)   

 

 

The aim of this study is to gain an understanding of the value of interactivity in news 

journalism, as seen by the journalists themselves. My own interest stems from experience 

with the British Broadcasting Corporation, the BBC and its World Service Radio News and 

Current Affairs department, where I work as a broadcast journalist. I have therefore focused 

on the BBC’s radio news programmes and on their relationship with the audience. After I 

had decided on starting point I spent a lot of time, in fact hours, talking to BBC journalists in 

various roles, to find out what more they would want to learn about interactivity. It became 

clear that most people didn’t quite understand what value, if any, interacting with the 

audience could add, or at least they could not put it into words. Many said they didn’t even 

know what interactivity really meant but all the same, felt threatened by it. It was really 

those concerns and questions expressed about interactivity that were to define my research 

question.  

 

The reasons the media organisations are rethinking their relationship with the audience is 

related to the technological developments, such as the Internet, mobile phones and digital 

technology that have changed the ways news is offered and listened to.  My aim is to find 

out how and why the BBC news programmes have responded to the changing habits and 

demands of the listeners, as well as challenges set by competition in the forever expanding 

media world. According to some recent research people want the BBC news to tell them 

more about the issues and events that matter in their lives in a tone of voice they can relate to. 

Another recognized trend is that the young and lower classes connect less to BBC news than 

older, up market audiences do. This has led to the question; how should the audience shape 

the news agenda? There is no question that this is already happening, and interactivity is the 

driving force; the BBC has introduced a range of interactive services in response to changing 

audience needs.   

 

Although this study puts the BBC, a public service broadcaster, under scrutiny, it doesn’t 

focus particularly on public broadcasting. The developments and challenges described above 
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and presented in this paper apply to all mainstream media organisations; commercial or 

public. They all have to re-examine their values and routines as well as launch new policies 

to engage better with audiences and to appeal to the young. As new media offers alternatives 

that challenge traditional journalism, newspapers, television and radio are all in the spotlight 

to redefine their policies in order to secure their existence in the future. So although this 

research, because of my personal interest, focuses on radio, the issues presented here are not 

related to any particular medium either. Faced by new challenges, changes take place across 

the mainstream media and I have examined these general conceptions in the context of radio 

programmes.  

 

This paper examines interactivity as a professional value. Although values are abstract and 

complex to explain, I have approached them as a concept that is related to the norms of a 

culture (in this case journalism and its environment) but refers more deeply to the judgments 

on what is perceived as good or bad. Definitions that are most useful in the context of this 

study describe values “as estimate or opinion of, liking for, a person or a thing” or refer to 

“to the quality of a thing considered in respect of its power and validity for a specified 

purpose or effect”. (Oxford English Dictionary) The focus of this study is the journalists’ 

own perceptions on how they define professionalism or what constitutes good radio based on 

their personal value judgments. These values are shaped through the culture they live in 

consisting of beliefs, practices, attitudes and interaction in their personal and work life.  

 

The issue of audience participation has roots in the debate on the media’s role in 

strengthening democracy. The common view among many researchers, journalists, and the 

public seems to be that journalists to a certain extent have failed in that task. Fingers are 

pointed at the journalistic practices and elitist tendencies of commercial media. Also some 

argue that concentration of media ownership in recent decades in the hands of a few 

corporations and conglomerates has led to a narrowing of the range of voices and opinions 

being expressed in the mass media. Furthermore, there seems to be a lack of audience 

confidence in the news media and unhappiness with some journalistic methods. With 

technological changes, many advocate alternative or participatory journalism as a response 

to the shortcomings of mainstream media.  
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Chapter 2 presents how the changes and challenges that journalism is facing are interpreted 

by media researchers. This theoretical framework includes the transformation of traditional 

media via experiments of public journalism towards participatory journalism. In chapter 3 I 

then move on to talk about interactivity as a concept and how it is being defined by media 

researchers. Chapter 4 gives an overview on how the BBC has developed its services in 

order to give the audience a bigger say and introduce some reaction to those changes.   

 

The research part of this paper, in chapters 5 and 6, is based on qualitative case study 

methods, more specifically on focused interviews with six BBC news journalists. A small 

number of respondents were sufficient for the purpose of the research as their views and 

information provided reflect the general developments taking place in media organisations. 

As the research question, what is the value of interactivity, is difficult to pin down,  I 

simplified the effort by identifying themes that are examined in the view of a theoretical 

framework. The questions asked during the interviews were less specific and varied from 

person to person but the themes can be summarised in by following questions: 1) how is 

interactivity shaping the agenda (according to the interviewees)?,  2) why do they find it 

desirable?,  3) how does it compare to “mainstream” news programmes?, 4) how does it 

change journalistic processes?  5) do they think it can help in strengthening democracy or 

restoring the trust of the public in journalism?  The research analyses the answers to find 

commonly held points of view about these themes. Finally in chapter 7, I bring together the 

most interesting points and assumptions based on the research as well as suggest where the 

research could focus next.   

 

2. Challenges facing journalism in the 21
st
 century 

 

Before examining interactivity and audience participation in the news programmes, it is 

necessary to try to make some sense of the phenomena of public and participatory journalism 

in the framework of journalism research. Until recently journalistic culture and its working 

routines have remained highly stable for almost a century (Tuchman 2002). Traditionally the 

term “gatekeeper” has explained and defined the role of journalists, indicating that they are 

the ones who decide what the public needs to know.  But contemporary critics have proposed 

alternative models such as public journalism or civil journalism, which developed in the 

1990’s in the United States; and originates from discussions about citizens, democracy and 
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the press. In this chapter I will introduce the main principles of public journalism and why its 

critics feel it hasn’t achieved as much as was hoped, as well as a look into the ideas behind 

citizen journalism or more widely participatory journalism.  

 

2.1 Public journalism 

 

 

Public journalism can be defined in terms of what has been written and done in its name, and 

how its advocates describe it. Generally their argument is that public journalism is needed 

because mainstream, conventional journalism’s lack of commitment to active citizen 

participation has contributed to withdrawal by citizens from democratic processes, resulting 

in declining voter participation in political elections. One could argue that the creators of 

public journalism probably wouldn’t have been so concerned about lack of interest in 

politics alone if this hadn’t contributed to declining public interest more widely, as 

evidenced by declining newspaper readership. It is interesting that the impetus for the current 

discussions around interactivity and calls for more audience participation stems from the 

very same dilemma; declining audience figures.  

 

One of the advocates of public journalism, Rosen (1999), finds at least five ways of defining 

public journalism:  

 

a. argument; a way of thinking about what journalists should be doing, given their own 

predicament and the general state of public life. 

b. experiment; a way of doing journalism that corresponded to the argument and was tried in 

hundreds of communities, as journalists attempted to break out of established routines and 

make a different kind of contribution to public life.  

c. movement; a loose network of practising journalists who wanted to contribute to a rising 

spirit of reform 

d. debate; a conversation within the press and with others outside it about the role of the 

press at time of trouble in newsrooms and democracy. 

e. adventure; an open-ended and experimental quest for another kind of press. (ibid. 21-23). 

 

More specifically Rosen defines public journalism as “the action of idea” saying that it 

challenges all those who enter into public life to imagine a different kind of press, one that 
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would 1) address people as citizens and potential participants instead of spectators, 2) help 

the political community act upon, rather than just learn about, its problems, 3) improve the 

climate of public discussion, 4) help make public life go well, so that it earns its claim on our 

attention and 5) speak honestly about its civic values, its preferred view of politics, its role as 

public actor (ibid. 44). 

 

As a domain for journalistic practise, public journalism is best understood as a series of 

experiments that emerged within news media in the United States in the late 1980’s and 

early 1990’s. Haas (2007, 11) says these initiatives can be grouped within three categories: 1) 

election initiatives, 2) special reporting projects, and 3) efforts to make public journalism an 

integral part of routine information-gathering, news-reporting and performance-evaluation 

practises. According to Haas the primary goal in these experiments has been to teach citizens 

“how to grapple with complex political problems” but not to provide input into formal 

political decision-making processes. 

 

The are hundreds of examples of these experiments such as The Citizen Voices Project; one 

newspaper’s attempt to facilitate civic conversation within the diverse city of Philadelphia 

during a very close mayoral election between a black democrat and a white republican. 

Forums were held throughout the city were intended to amplify minority voices that were 

rarely heard in the political realm on issues like jobs, neighbourhood, public safety etc. 

Essays written by CitizenVoices participants were published in the commentary pages of 

The Philadelphia Inquirer. While it didn’t increase voter turnout, it was part of a new 

perspective on how to cover political issues.  

 

Drawing on various sources of evidence Haas (2007) offers a general profile of the state of 

public journalism today; he finds that news organisations are doing more to facilitate 

interaction between their newsroom staff and audiences than to facilitate interaction among 

citizens themselves and between citizens and government officials. In other word news 

organisations are not very interested in ensuring that citizens themselves are becoming more 

politically active.  At the same time independent, citizen–based initiatives are spreading, to 

which I will return further down. (ibid. 159-160) 
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2.1.1 Criticism of public journalism and taking the ideas further 

 

Public journalism has faced a lot of criticism and most of the criticism is targeted at the role 

of the journalist.  Many critics resent the idea of the reporter becoming too much involved in 

the community life, thus not being able to retain her independency and objectivity 

(Ruusunoksa, 2006, 84).  Although public journalism set itself up as an antidote to market-

driven journalism many observers have also accused it of being just another attempt to boost 

financial success (Wahl-Joergensen 2007, 25). 

 

Other critics have pointed out that public journalism may not be as novel as its proponents, 

but rather a close cousin of community journalism (Ray, 1995) and in fact “disappointingly 

similar to the one said to result from traditional journalism (Woodstock 2002, 51). Heikkila 

and Kunelius (1996) argue that to realise the ideal of an active public, people would have to 

be active in the process of producing journalism. Ruusunoksa (2006) also notes that one 

critical theme around public journalism deals with incoherency of public journalism theory 

and its heavy dependency on experiments and projects.  Furthermore, Woodstock (2002) 

observes that “the heory” behind public journalism assumes that public journalism will 

replace traditional practises when in fact news organisations undertaking public journalism 

projects most often do so in addition to their normal news production. Woodstock also says 

public journalism celebrates conversation among citizens as an end in itself, offering “the 

talking cure” to the problems of contemporary democratic societies. According to her, this 

talking solution carries with it an unstated, negative possibility with which journalists are all 

too familiar. “Frustration often follows from conversation with little consequence.” (ibid. 52). 

 

Based on his conclusions on public journalism and its narrow-minded approach Haas (2007) 

develops the theory as well as a philosophy for public journalism. When setting goals for 

public journalism he finds Habermas’s notion of “deliberating public” the most useful basis. 

In his view, journalists should further a genuinely public, as opposed to a community-based, 

approach to journalism by engaging in conversation all citizens, without presuming some 

natural, local or transcendent consensus.  “Consensus may not even be the most realistic or 

appropriate goal”.  According to Haas, a deliberating public is not a united one but rather one 

consisting of multiple social groups situated in relations of dominance and subordination. He 

also calls for journalists to carefully consider all available options before they promote any 
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public-solving activity or interventions because news organisations’ exclusive focus on local, 

citizen-based intervention is likely to create a false sense of participatory involvement that 

serves entrenched elite interests. Therefore, as Haas argues, it is important that journalists 

carefully consider two fundamental problems; first whether problems can be addressed by 

citizens  themselves or require more systematic intervention by government officials, and 

secondly whether problems can be adequately addressed through local intervention at all or 

require intervention of broader regional, state, national, or even international scope. In 

practical terms, this would involve encouraging citizens, with the help of experts, to 

formulate solutions and lobby relevant government officials to enact those solutions in 

practise. (ibid. 41-42) 

 

Furthermore Haas (2007) brings up the journalists’ role in his problem-solving model and 

observes how public journalism’s founding scholars have emphasised the importance of 

staying neutral and favouring no particular party of interest. Although acknowledging that 

journalists should be concerned that those citizens’ deliberations are democratic, Haas argues 

that journalists’ responsibilities should extend further than just providing public 

deliberations, and problem-solving. They would also need to be concerned with whose 

interests the outcomes of given citizen deliberations serve. According to Sirianni and 

Friedland (2001), journalists should hold “citizens themselves accountable” for the outcomes 

of their deliberation. As Haas points out: “If journalism is indeed important political 

institution, it retains responsibility to advocate measures that correspond to given problems” 

And differing from public journalism’s principles Haas also thinks that journalist should 

encourage citizens to join not only civic organisations but also partisan, political interest 

groups such as political parties, to avoid the isolation of press and citizens from the very 

centres of power that are likely to make a difference. (Haas 2007) 

 

2.1.2 Democratic deficit 

 

Wahl-Joergensen (2007) points out that despite criticism public journalism takes seriously 

the threat to journalism posed by political apathy, and values citizens and their contributions. 

Her own assessment on audience participation, in the form of letters to the editors, draws on 

the deliberative democratic theory (vs. liberal democratic theory.)  The idea that there is a 
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crisis of public communication is linked to the limited political participation afforded by the 

dominant liberal democratic model 

 

Liberal democratic theory, and the way it understands news media, has little to say about 

how to enable citizens to participate beyond voting elections, and those affected by the 

politics are being far removed from the institutions that make decisions. According to Wahl-

Jorgensen, theories of deliberative democracy as a critical alternative offer compelling 

opportunities for citizen participation, and can contribute to addressing the crisis of public 

communication (2007, 27-28). Deliberative democrats, she says, believe it is not enough for 

citizens to stay informed about events to keep up with politics. They must participate in 

discussions themselves, because only in this way can they weigh their concerns against those 

of others and make truly justified decisions. “There is something rotten in the state of liberal 

democracy”, and the institutions of the public sphere are not engaging citizens as they should 

(ibid. 5, 28).  

 

Hackett (2005) adds to the debate by talking about the democratic deficit and radical 

democrats’ views (as a third view) on media performance, first outlining the other two trends 

in media critiques. Free market conservatives have two explanations for why journalists have 

failed as a watchdog on the government. One is the influence of State and the argument that 

public service broadcasters that receive licence fees or taxes, like the BBC, are too 

vulnerable to pressure from the governments that fund them, eroding their watchdog 

function. The other problem that conservatives, especially in America, see with news media 

is “left-liberal bias”. But Hackett thinks conservative critics offer relatively little evidence 

that journalists’ presumably liberal attitudes influence the actual news content. This elitist 

model of democracy and its negative view of citizens’ participation are pessimistic and an 

alternative vision that accepts support for individual rights and an independent watchdog 

press places a much higher value on popular participation.  

 

The second view, liberal participatory democracy, prioritises the role of media in facilitating 

or even constituting a public sphere (ibid. 89). Public sphere as defined by Juergen Habermas is 

that realm of social life where the exchange of information and views on questions of common concern 

can take place so that public opinion can be formed. (Dahlgren 1995)  Public sphere democrats’ tasks 

for journalism are multiple and ambitious (such as to provide a civic forum that helps sustain 
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pluralistic political competition, mobilise public participation etc) but, as Hackett points out, 

not only these liberals but also many journalists themselves take the view that the media is 

failing in its democratic responsibilities. (Hackett 2005) 

  

A third tradition of media critique not only seeks to reform the practises of journalism (as 

public sphere liberals do) but also to raise fundamental questions about market-orientated 

corporate structures of news media, and social and political order. Radical democrats seek to 

reinvigorate the existing system of representative democracy but also aim to move beyond it 

towards direct citizen participation in decision-making in the neighbourhood, workplace, and 

family and gender relations. (ibid. 91) According to Hackett radical democrats endorse the 

watchdog and public sphere functions but add more criteria such as: 

a) Enabling horizontal communication between subordinate groups including social 

movements as agents of democratic renewal. By giving public voice to civil society, 

the media can facilitate needed social change, power diffusion and popular 

mobilization against social injustices. 

b) Expanding the scope of public awareness and political choice by reporting events and 

voices which are socially important but outside, or even opposed to, the agendas of 

elites. Such issues include environmental sustainability and other extra-market values 

integral to a just and humane nature.  

c) Counter-acting power inequalities found in other spheres of the social order. (ibid. 92) 

The radical democrats’ view is that many aspects of the structure of news media industries 

contradict democratic equality and informed participatory citizenship. According to Hackett, 

the links between media owners and the rest of the business elite, to mention just one; skew 

journalism towards to political right. He observes that economic incentive is not to nurture 

serious journalism but to provide a diet of infotainment as the cheapest, safest way to grab 

audiences.  Conflicts of interest bedevil news judgement as journalists may feel pressured to 

promote or suppress stories about the conglomerate’s empire. The Internet is also becoming 

colonised by the same commercial logic and corporate giants. (ibid.) 
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Although Hackett thinks that there is a danger that newsroom culture will shift from an ethos 

of public service, as journalists are asked to become corporate team players, he does point 

out that compared to the United States, the UK still has a strong public service tradition and 

diversity in the national press. Hackett calls for both countries to nurture a more effectively 

democratic media system. Fixing this democratic deficit, says Hackett, requires addressing 

not just journalistic practises and ethics but also the institutional structures within which 

journalism is practised. The object of media reform should aim for a structurally pluralistic 

news system and this should involve regulatory and legislative initiatives such as subsidies 

and media ownership ceilings, because, as Hackett says, commercial pressures deepen the 

undemocratic aspects of journalism. Hackett sees potential alliances between two traditions 

as radical democrats and public sphere liberals share an interest in defending public service 

broadcasting. (ibid. 95) 

  

Deuze also highlights the same institutional dilemmas facing news journalists (2007, 144-

145); when it comes to ownership of media organisations, journalists have always been 

concerned about media concentration fearing inevitable consequences such as a loss of 

editorial control and homogenization. He brings up the case of Rupert Murdoch News 

Corporation, the largest media organisation in the world with newspapers, news and 

entertainment TV-channels, as well as numerous others, non-news franchises, such as sports 

teams, film studios, record companies etc.  After the start of the war in Iraq in 2003, the 

British newspaper the Guardian reported that not only did Murdoch personally come out 

strongly in favour of the war – so did all the editorials of his 173 newspaper holdings across 

the world. On the other hand many researchers, as Deuze summarizes, show that daily 

management of Murdoch’s specific organisations has traditionally allowed some degree of 

autonomy (ibid.145). 

 

A review of democratic values in journalism beyond public journalism has been demanded 

by many. Lewis’ and Wahl-Joergensen’s (2005) observations on how journalists report on 

public opinion suggests that often their understanding of public opinion is filtered through 

the lens of the individual’s own interests, perceptions and environments. “All too often, 

journalism gives us a series of vague, democratic gestures rather than a dialogue between the 

people and their political representatives” Citizens are portrayed as passive observers of the 

world, and although they are sometimes allowed to appear in the news, the news agenda is 
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set by politicians and elites. Citizens can react but cannot easily contribute their ideas. But 

Wahl-Jorgensen and Lewis argue that there are signs of change with the emergence of a new 

kind of participatory journalism. They believe that public service broadcasters like the BBC 

are concerned by the decline of engagement with representative politics - especially among 

young people – and that the conventional ways to represent public opinion haven’t 

encouraged a more engaged citizenry. They call for a rethinking of basic journalistic 

conventions covering politics from the top down, and the creation of more imaginative and 

inclusive forms of journalism.  

 

2.2 Towards participatory journalism 

 

So is the “old public journalism” experiencing a transformation into web-based “public’s 

journalism – such as blogging? Are we witnessing a second phase of public journalism? It 

certainly looks like for the first time journalism and its hegemony as gatekeeper of the news 

is threatened by not just technological developments and competitors, but, potentially by the 

audience it serves (Willis and Bowman 2003, 7). Participatory journalism has been defined 

by Bowman and Willis as follows:  The act of a citizen or group of citizen, playing an active 

role in the process of collecting, reporting, analysing and disseminating news and 

information. The intent of participation is to provide independent, reliable, accurate, wide-

ranging and relevant information that a democracy requires (ibid. 9).  

 

As Dan Gilmour, one of the webloggin’s most vocal defenders and a technology journalist 

and blogger, says tools for tomorrow’s participatory journalism are emerging quickly. (2006, 

25) In a post to his blog on March 27 in 2002 Gilmour described the principles that define 

the current “we media” movement: 

-My readers know more than I do 

-That is not a threat, but rather an opportunity 

-We can use this together to create something between a seminar and a conversation, 

educating all of us. 

-Interactivity or communications technology – in the form of email, weblogs, discussion 

boards, websites and more – make it happen. (Bowman&Willis, 2002, 13) 
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Gilmour believes that, as user generated content is spreading on the Internet, and partisan 

Weblogs are emerging as significant forces in politics, an increasing number of political 

candidates and organisations with political objectives are using the Internet effectively to 

reach the public, without the filter of a traditional news media gatekeeper. (Gilmour 2006) 

 

2.2.1 Changing media landscape 

 

In June 2006, the World Association of Newspapers released a strategy report called “New 

Editorial Concepts” exploring the ways in which news organisations are coming to terms 

with the changing media landscape. These are: 

 

-The Explosion of participative journalism, or community-generated content. 

-The rise of audience research by media companies to learn new patterns of media usage. 

-The proliferation of personalised news delivered online and on mobile devices. 

-The reorganisation of newsrooms optimised for audience focus. 

-The development of new forms of storytelling geared toward new audiences and new 

channels. 

-The growth of audience focused news judgement and multimedia news judgement. 

(Deuze 2007, 57). 

 

The most obvious difference between participatory journalism and traditional journalism is 

the different structures and organisations that produce them. But many traditional journalists 

are dismissive of participatory journalism, for example characterising webloggers as 

unskilled amateurs. Likewise many bloggers see mainstream media as an arrogant club that 

puts economic survival above ideals of free press. According to Shirky (2003), mainstream 

journalists fail to understand that the Internet itself acts as an editing mechanism with the 

difference that editorial judgement is applied at the edges – after the fact, not in advance.  

 

What is emerging is the new media ecosystem, where online communities discuss and 

extend stories created by mainstream media.  

 

Picture of the Emerging Media Ecosystem. (12) 
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(Bowman & Willis 2003, 12) 

 

As Pavlik notes (2001, 136) in today’s digital media system, access to publishing is no 

longer limited to a handful of news organisations. Instead, the members of the public – the 

audience- are active participants in the communication process. Journalistic organisations 

that hope to remain relevant in this new, interactive media environment need to adapt their 

definition of journalism to embrace such participation. Journalism must be transformed from 

a largely one-way discourse to two-way a dialogue which is responsive to the views and 

vision of the public. In this way, Pavlik believes, not only journalism but also democracy 

will be better served.  

 

2.2.2 Citizens journalists 

 

The phrase “citizen journalist” became popular after the Asian tsunami in December 2004. 

Video footages shot by tourists and locals in Thailand, Indonesia and Sri Lanka dominated 

television coverage, and video images taken during the tsunami captured the event as and 

when it happened. Soon after that, this user-generated content, a new term for citizen 

involvement in the news, gained ground. The 7 July bombings in London were a tipping 

point for user-generated content; the response was instant. In the first few hours following 
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the event, the BBC, Sky News, ITN and other major media outlets started receiving pictures, 

videos and text messages from people who happened to be on the spot of the tragedy. Within 

six hours, the BBC had received more than 1,000 photographs, 20 amateur videos, 4,000 text 

messages, and 20,000 e-mails. The next day a BBC television programme started with a 

package edited entirely from videos sent by eyewitnesses. This was unparalleled in the 

history of the BBC’s news coverage (Anbarasan 2007, 265). 

 

As Anbarasan points out material from citizens added a new dimension to news coverage of 

the bombings, thereby announcing the arrival of citizen journalism in a big way in the UK. 

But citizen journalism is not only crisis-driven; it involves proper journalistic initiatives in 

terms of blogs, discussion boards, community websites or even people-dependent news 

websites. (ibid. 266-267) Traditionally print media has used letters and telephone calls from 

readers as sources for tip-offs and feedback. Radio and television first started interacting 

with audiences through phone-in programmes but the growth of the World Wide Web in the 

1990’s opened up new avenues for audience interaction such as emails and later on text 

messages.  

 

The most famous citizen journalism news website, OhmyNews in South Korea attracts 

millions of people. From the beginning the team behind OhmyNews.com assumed that their 

readers were not just passive vessels for other people’s work. It was launched in the year 

2000, with the slogan “Every citizen is a reporter” It now has more than 50 reporters and 

editors, but their work is supplemented by contributors from approximately 41,000 

registered citizen reporters. They post about 200 articles a day and the facts are checked 

before these are put on the web. It relies on the readers to rank the stories on the website 

according to importance. Gilmour says the influence of OhmyNews has been substantial and 

expanding. It has been credited with having helped elect South Korea’s president Roh Moo 

Hyun, who ran as a reformer. Roh granted his post-election interview to the publication, 

snubbing the three major conservative newspapers that have dominated the print journalism 

scene for years. (Gilmour 2006) 

 

 

 An explanation for the huge participation by readers may be as simple as the observation by 

Bowman and Willis that:”An audience that participates in the journalistic process is more 
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demanding than passive consumers of news. But they may also feel empowered to make a 

difference. As a result, they feel as though they have a shared stake in the end result.” 

(Bowman & Willis 2003, 53)  Another view comes from Clyde Betley, an associate 

professor at the Missouri School of journalism: “The main difference between traditional 

journalism and citizen journalism is that traditional journalists are sent out to cover things 

they don’t really care about; in other words, the next city council meeting isn’t going to 

make or break their lives. But a citizen journalist is not out to cover something, but to share 

it. For them, they want to tell everybody about their passion (ibid. 7).” 

 

Another term “backpack journalists” refers to multiskilled reporters who are technologically 

equipped for a life of specialist reporting. In practise it means single journalists taking to the 

field equipped to report in all media forms: radio, television, print and online. Typically such 

journalists would be equipped with a laptop computer, digital camcorder, and satellite phone. 

Hirst and Harrison (2007, 252) illustrate the advantages of the practise with an example: in 

2006 ABC television produced a story about the impacts of hardcore methamphetamine 

addiction on a group of people in Sydney. Matthew Carney (the Ice Age, 20 March 2006) 

gained extraordinary access to the lives of his subjects, access that would have been 

unthinkable with a full television crew, by only using his camcorder. 

 

2.2.3 Are they journalists and does it matter? 

 

Any literate citizen in any corner of the globe who has a computer or mobile computing 

device with an internet connection can create his or her own interactive news media 

(McKinnon 2004)   

 

So does this mean that the Internet makes us all journalists? On this issue the term 

participatory journalism may be a bit misleading. As Hirst and Harrison (2007) say the idea 

that anyone can now be a journalist is one of the enduring myths of the digital age. They 

suggest that to some extent the changes are generational. As Hargreaves (2003) observes, the 

new generation embraces new forms of interactive news that are subject to interrogation, 

whereas older journalists find it hard to accept that. This leads him to challenge the 

definitions of a journalist and asks “Does it include radio talk-show and tabloid TV-hosts; 

does it include someone who set up a weblog on the internet and shares information and 
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opinion with anyone willing to pay attention? (ibid. 227).”  Perhaps these people 

contributing to news are not strictly speaking journalists but casual participants in journalism. 

They don’t have to be journalists to make news, but they provide “user-generated” news 

that the mainstream media is beginning to take seriously. Furthermore, does it really matter 

what they are? Hirst and Harrison argue that it does; they say distinction is important if we 

are to maintain any clarity about the terms of the debate. They talk about “a kind of 

postmodern desire to describe anyone who posts information on a website for public viewing 

a journalist” and they argue “that this is an ahistoric and empty viewpoint” (2007, 256). 

 

 

With the new media developing media watchers and researchers widen the discussion on 

how much the Internet is a tool for democracy. Sunstein (2007) illustrates the issue with an 

example of Trent Lott, the American senator who was forced to apologise after saying the 

US would have avoided "all these problems" if then-segregationist Strom Thurmond had 

been elected president in 1948. His comment slipped by the mass media but not the agile 

fingers of the bloggers. Although accepting the fact that the Internet holds far more 

advantages than risks, Sunstein also points to the dangers of blogging. He asks what happens 

to democracy and free speech if people use the Internet to create “echo chambers” to listen 

and speak only to like-minded people. What are the democratic benefits of the Internet’s 

unlimited choices if citizens narrowly limit the information they receive, creating even-

smaller niches and fragmenting the shared public conversation on which democracy depends, 

he asks. In extreme cases, Sunstein mentions terrorism as a product of deliberation among 

like-minded people who wall themselves off from opposing views. (ibid. 215) 

 

 Sunstein proposes some remedies to avoid these “information cocoons” (ibid. 92). The ways 

to improve the communications market to everybody’s advantage include, according to 

Sunstein, measures such as deliberative domains (spaces where people with different views 

can meet and exchange their reasons), disclosure policies (for example when polluters are 

required to disclose their actions) , voluntary self-regulation, economic subsidies (including 

publicly subsidised websites), “must-carry policies” designed to promote education and the 

creative use of links to draw people’s attention to multiple views. So Sunstein thinks that 

responsibility lies with everyone, producers and consumers. 
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While Hirst and Harrison (2007) acknowledge the potentials of new digital technologies  

they are not convinced that many forms of interactive information-sharing on the Internet 

would automatically create new and more democratic public discourse. They welcome 

radical reforms in journalism but warn against dissolving journalism as a particular category 

of information management that is bounded by certain rules and conventions.  

 

2.2.4 “Are reporters doomed?” 

 

Many other misgivings about the impact on journalism by new media are being expressed by 

the journalists. David Leigh, a deputy editor of the Guardian, the British daily broadsheet 

and one of the most prominent investigative reporters in the UK, has spoken about the threat 

of the Internet to the future of investigative reporting. In his article “Are reporters doomed” 

(Guardian 12.11.2007) Leigh argues that in the rush to embrace new media “we risk 

destroying the soul of traditional reporting”. He warns that the digital newsroom can devalue 

the reporter because “the idea of discrimination, that some voices are more credible than 

others, that a named source is better than an anonymous pamphleteer (that’s what they used 

to call bloggers in the 18th century, when they published, for example, the politically 

dangerous Letters of Junius.) The notion of authoritativeness is derided as a sort of ‘top-

down’ fascism. I fear that these developments will endanger the role of the reporter.” 

Leigh fears that as “the media fragment and splinter into a thousand websites, as thousand 

digital channels, all weak financially, then we will see severe reduction in the power of each 

individual medial outlet. The reporter will struggle to be heard over the cacophony of a 

thousand other voices. Politicians will no longer fear us. And if that day comes, I’m afraid it 

really will be the end of the reporter”  

But many others disagree and say that journalism’s core values were as often under threat 

under the old model of ownership and production. Beckett (charliebeckett.org) hopes that the 

Internet and associated technologies will help to include the public in the journalism process, 

as the idea of the professional journalist and amateur working to create a new kind of news is 

the way forward. Networked journalism, he says, is where people formerly known as the 

audience contribute to the whole editorial process. The public write blogs, take pictures, 

gather information and comment as part of newsgathering and publishing. The professional 
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journalists become filters, connectors, facilitators and editors. He gives an example of 

networked journalism in action: 

Kate Marymount, of the Fort Myers News-Press in Florida, said that after Hurricane 

Katrina, the News-Press went to the courts to force the federal relief agency to release 

details of which citizens had received government help. The News-Press put the data online 

and encouraged readers to look through it. Within 24 hours, there were 60,000 searches 

from readers, who then told News-Press journalists about neighbours with wrecked homes 

who had not received aid. The readers did the investigating and the paper then reported the 

stories.  (http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/story.asp?sectioncode=1&storycode=39147) 

2.3 Fetishisation of the ‘new’ 

 

Holmes (2005) introduces the ideas of ‘second media age’ theorists, which have been 

gaining ground since the 1980’s, and finds their distinction between one-way communication 

(first media age or broadcast) and interactive communication (second media age or network) 

not adequate. The Internet is said to offer almost unlimited democratic freedom, whereas 

radio, for example, is singled out by Gilder as “instrumental in the formation of a pervasive 

medium empire, the master-slave architecture of a few broadcast centres that originate 

programs for millions of passive receivers or dumb terminals (Gilder 1994, 26). “ 

By contrast the much richer interactive technologies of the computer age will enhance 

individualism and creativity rather than mass culture and passivity. But Holmes (2005) 

doesn’t buy these ideas, and reminds those who claim that a new, extended electronic public 

sphere defies the monopolised centralised control that the Internet itself has become a 

frontier of monopoly capital. According to Holmes the second media age theorists also 

ignore the continuities between the first and the second age and the fact that all the media; 

television, print, radio, the Internet and the telephone, provide for elements of broadcast and 

interactivity, they are just realised differently. Interactivity can be technologically extended 

(the Internet) or simply face-to-face, Holmes says.  

 

Furthermore, Holmes defies the commonly presented idea that digitisation would privilege 

interactivity and network over broadcast. He argues for the need to characterise ‘the second 

media age’ “not as an epochal shift but as level of communicative integration which is in fact 

not new at all but is internal to a range of communication mediums which have co-existed 
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with broadcast long before the Internet” (ibid. 13). Holmes quotes Winston who talks about 

fetishisation of the ‘new’, the misconception that new technical mediums somehow have 

their own aesthetic and social qualities which are separated from ‘outdated’ mediums. 

(Winston 1998). 

 

2.4 More democratic news 

 

This chapter gives an overview of the challenges facing journalism; changing habits of news 

consumers, calls for reform in journalism to strengthen democracy and technological 

developments all led to new media and participatory journalism. Traditional journalism had 

to adapt to these new forms and evaluate whether new forms of media complement and add 

value to the old ones, or whether they are a threat.  

 

Precisely what role can news journalism play in efforts to establish a citizen’s democracy?  

Gans (2003) shares the view of public journalism developers and many others that 

democracy would strengthen, if news media were to better to supply the information that 

citizens need. He believes that journalists need to make political news more attractive as well 

as more relevant to citizens. But how to do that? Gans comes up with a few proposals.  

 

1. User-friendly news. Journalists must know more about topics such as how and why people 

use the news. According to Gans, this can be achieved with the help of audience research 

like intensive interviews or discussions about the role that news plays or could play in 

people’s lives. Gans also refers to many newspapers that have appointed staff members to 

listen and speak to readers. Since adopting Gans’s suggestions the relationship between 

media organisations and the audience has developed dramatically; interactivity is being 

embraced across the media and journalists are being encouraged to listen and learn more 

from the audience, who have been given tools by new technology to voice their interests 

better. The media organisations launch new (interactive) departments and create new roles 

for journalists to focus on the relationship with the audience. To some extent at least, user 

generated content is being included in news coverage. 

2. Localising National and International News. By localizing Gans means turning 

international and national news into local stories by reporting the effects, implications, and 

impacts of what happens in the larger world for the local community. Gans says that for 
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example the genocide across the former Yugoslavia could have been reported in much 

greater detail if reports had been localised, and connected to the refugees who ended up as 

immigrants near the target audience.  

3. Participatory News. Journalists must make more effort to encourage members of the 

public to get involved. As mentioned earlier Gans calls for a change of attitude of journalists 

regarding citizens’ participation; instead of looking for the possibility of them making 

trouble, ask what policies they advocate. And although journalists can’t tell people to 

participate, they can report on what citizens can do and what citizens have done in other 

places. Gans also calls for equality in reporting as it is important to give a voice to those who 

are so inarticulate or invisible or so occupied with daily survival crises that they are left out 

of participation. 

4. Explanatory Journalism. Instead of the typical focus on the who, what, where, when and 

how of a news story, a priority should be on why questions in order to provide information 

on the conditions that citizens want to eliminate and to help them to understand what reforms 

are needed. And yet explanatory journalism is difficult and many journalists question the 

possibility of doing it suggesting that their job is to report the facts. But Gans says it’s 

important that people understand the effects of news. Gans also points out that explanatory 

journalists face another task: to translate their legwork and other research into language that 

lay people can understand, and into stories that will interest them.  

5. Opinions and ‘News Opinions’. News media should include more opinion; they are 

inserted in anyway but in a manner which implicitly aligns those with what are ostensibly 

facts. Gans thinks that opinions are desirable; when journalists who have done a lot of 

legwork develop informed opinions, these ought to be shared with news audiences. By this, 

Gans means that columnists’ opinions need to be complemented by news opinions, by 

analysis by news journalists who have done the legwork for their news stories. The result 

would be informed opinion, and if reporters with different perspectives and values were 

asked to supply it, and their differences were explained, the news audience would benefit 

from the resulting diversity. The second reason for the inclusion of opinions, says Gans, is 

that journalists often insert opinions into their stories already, unintentionally, sometimes 

because they confuse opinions with facts.   

6. Multisperspectival News. Gans calls for less discrimination on the basis of class and 

ethnicity, and furthermore, presentation of a variety of perspectives in the news. The fastest 
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way to move towards a multiperspectival approach would be to add journalists from 

different socioeconomic backgrounds.  

7. Other News Formats. Experiments in different formats will help to arrest the current 

decline in news audience figures. Gans states that news audience may be turned off by the 

didactic tone of the news and asks: Why not end some of the separation between straight 

news and humour and develop a format in which political cartoons, satire and other 

commentary were connected with the news on which it comments? Also he mentions West 

Wing, the sitcom-soap opera about life in the Oval Office, as an example of a format that 

may persuade people to start paying attention to news and politics.  

8. New tasks and new journalists. New forms of journalistic expertise are needed, and Gans 

points to the training; journalism students need practical training in intellectual and 

substantive fields, particularly economics to sharpen their analytical skills. 

9. Paying for better news. It is unlikely that capitalist owners and shareholders will accept 

lower profits but tax incentives and other forms of public subsidies may encourage 

investment in improving news.  One suggestion, which Gans brings up, would be the 

establishment of economically alternative news that would not require normal profits. (Gans 

2003, 91-112) 

 

Some of the suggestions by Gans for more attractive news refer to more participation and as 

Gans states, with the status and credibility of journalists low in all of the news media, 

journalists may have begun to hope for an optimistic future with the Internet. The aim of this 

study is to try to see how BBC news programmes handle the participation of citizens; does 

interactivity help them to produce more “user-friendly news”.  Before I introduce the BBC 

and its interactive services as part of the new policies to get closer to the audience, I 

introduce in the next chapter some interpretations regarding the definition of interactivity in 

media studies. 

 

3. INTERACTIVITY 

 

In many ways interactivity is a buzz word with many different meanings. On a basic level, 

interactivity can be defined as the circular flow of information – a give-and-take exchange 

where each party is enriched by another’s contribution.  Interactivity has been discussed in 
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various disciplines but only in the past 10-15 years in the field of mass communication. 

Interactive media refers to media that allows for active participation. 

 

The nature of interactivity has been examined mostly in computer-mediated communication. 

Rafaeli (1988) was one of the early investigators and his first definition was: “An expression 

of the extent that, in a given series of communication exchanges, any third (or later) 

transmission (or message) is related to the degree to which previous exchanges referred to 

even earlier transmission.” Later on Rafaeli with Sudweeks (1997) revised the definition and 

wrote that fully interactive communication requires that “later messages in any sequence 

take into account not just messages that preceded them, but also the manner in which 

previous messages were reactive”. So Rafaeli and Sudweeks seem to argue that only in 

situations where every message exchanged refers to the content of all preceding messages is 

interactivity taking place. 

 

Ward (2002) uses three different models of mass communication to illustrate the varying 

levels of interactivity. The traditional model (newspapers and broadcasters) does not involve 

any input from the predominantly passive audience, it is all one-way. The two-way model 

gives the user a choice in the information they want to consume and an opportunity to 

contribute. The three-way model might involve users sharing information and possibly news 

with other users, with journalists acting as a user as well as a provider (ibid. 144-148). 

The final model begins to challenge the journalist’s traditional role as the sole gatekeeper of 

news and raises important issues including accuracy and veracity (ibid. 25). Users contribute 

to users as well as journalists for example in discussion forums and users may share this 

information with or without the input of journalists (ibid.146). 

 

3.1. Interactivity: messages and participants 

 

McMillan and Downes (2000), in trying to define interactivity, also focus on computer-

mediated communication. They observe that with technological developments such as the 

World Wide Web interactivity is seen as the key advantage of new media. In order to explain 

and understand interactivity they conducted interviews with ten respondents who were all 

described as experts with several years’ experience with new technologies. The interviews 

led to a conceptual definition of interactivity based on six dimensions: direction of 
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communication, time flexibility, and sense of place, level of control, responsiveness, and 

perceived purpose of communication. To sum up their findings with respect to the message-

based dimensions, their research suggests that interactivity increases as 1) two-way 

communication enables all participants to actively communicate 2) timing of communication 

is flexible to meet the time demands of participants 3) the communication environment 

creates a sense of place. With respect to the participant-based dimensions, the research 

suggests that interactivity increases as 1) participants perceive that they have greater control 

of the communication environment 2) participants find the communication to be responsive 

3) individuals perceive that the goal of communication is more oriented to exchanging 

information that to attempting to persuade. (ibid. 173) 

 

Also McQuail mentions interactivity as one of the main characteristics of the new media. He 

simply says “interactivity is as indicated by the ratio of response or initiative on the part of 

the user to the “offer” of the source/sender. (McQuail 2005, 143) “ 

 

The idea of redirecting the means of mass communication towards a common good is not a 

new one. Bertolt Brecht had the idea of a more democratic or more equal platform for 

participation; he wanted to change radio over from distribution to communication and 

encourage discussions on how to improve radio’s usage for the general good to make it more 

widely intesting. In his famous “The radio as a Communications Apparatus” Bertolt Brecht 

calls for a more democratic radio: 

“Radio is one-sided when it should be two. It is purely an apparatus for distribution, for 

mere sharing out. So here is a positive suggestion: change this apparatus over from 

distribution to communication. The radio would be the finest possible communication 

apparatus in public life, a vast network of pipes. That is to say, it would be if it knew how to 

receive as well as to transmit, how to let the listener speak as well as hear, how to bring him 

into a relationship instead of isolating him. On this principle the radio should step out of the 

supply business and organize its listeners as suppliers. Any attempt by the radio to give a 

truly public character to public occasions is a step in the right direction” (Brecht 2001 in 

Nyre 2007, 399) 

Brecht’s manifesto is part of the much discussed “deliberation” debate: how to get the public 

involved in not only expressing their views but getting further engaged, for instance 

becoming more politically active.   
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3.2 Minimum and maximum journalism 

 

Traditionally journalists have been seen as protectors of democratic values, watchdogs of 

government and of other powers, as well as gatekeepers who tell the public relevant stories. 

Nyre (2007) calls this ideal maximum journalism, and points out that if journalists act 

properly there is no need for participation by ordinary citizens. But he argues that they don’t: 

“There are professional requirements, personal ambitions and market moralities that will 

keep maximum journalism from ever becoming truly democratic in the participatory 

meaning of the word” (ibid. 398). Carpentier (2005) agrees and points out that control over 

means of producing programme content leads journalists to feel a psychological ownership 

of the products. As a result the journalistic process becomes undemocratic. But, as Nyre 

reminds us, there are those defending traditional mass communication, such as John Durham 

Peters, who claims that dialogue is an overrated form of communication. Nyre finds it 

strange to defend the super-professional communication of modern mass media against 

dialogues that involve ordinary citizens. (2007, 398) 

 

In his sociological experiment (on democratic participation in sound media) Nyre’s approach 

is to leave maximum journalism behind, and instead experiment with what he calls minimum 

journalism. He explains the term: “it recognizes that there will always be a need for 

responsible gate-keeping and editorial preparation of content in a mass medium, but this 

effort should be directed exclusively at cultivating good forms of public speaking between 

ordinary citizens” (ibid. 398).  

 

Nyre and his team looked closer at the phone-in programmes to test how much they practice 

minimum journalism, as he defines it, but concluded that current phone-in programmes do 

not practice minimum journalism in a radical sense, but that they do come closer than most 

other radio and television formats.  He demonstrates this claim by examining a phone-in 

programme by BBC London, a local station for Londoners, which also has a long tradition of 

phone-ins. The BBC London talk show with John Gourdes was aired on weekday mornings 

for several years. It had a special feature with the Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone, 
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joining the programme for an hour once a month, to discuss a matter of particular interest 

with callers being able to respond on air. (Nyre 2007, 403) 

 

When the phone-in programme on focus went on air London Underground workers 

threatened to go on strike and the Mayor took a clear stand against them. Callers, expressing 

their frustrations with the transportation issues were, according to Nyre , allowed to perform 

well and this led to lively verbal exchanges between them and the Mayor. But, as Nyre 

points out, the BBC editors controlled too many of the programme variables, and forced the 

participant to act within certain procedural restrictions that did not foster real deliberation. 

There was very little interaction between the callers themselves.  Also “the format only 

allowed for a series of individuals appearing alone, in contrast to a group session or a chain 

of interconnected persons speaking together in various ways”. Furthermore, it was the host 

who dominated everybody and moderated questions and answers and intervened at every 

sign of deviance from the preordained role play. So the callers are limited just to expressing 

their individual preferences to the public, instead of being part of a discussion that could 

potentially transform their original preferences. Nyre points out that this is bound to restrict 

deliberate. He concludes that the programme seems quite authoritative and “despite sincere 

attempt at public participation it remains true to the power structure of traditional maximum 

journalism”, made for the benefit of the listeners, and not for the benefit of the participants in 

the on-air discussion. (Nyre 2007, 404) 

 

In his own experiment on deliberation Nyre and this team has two demonstrations; the first 

one explores groups of people having discussions in Skype sessions; with two formats, first 

topically restricted debate (everybody is entitled to a main statement, one or more comments 

and a closing argument) and the second everyday open conversation. The second 

demonstration had no such restriction on speech style and was based on traditional telephone 

conversations. After their observations the team comes up with the following procedures for 

minimum journalism that should be cultivated more systematically in the future. 

 

1. Produce all programmes live on air; the less edited and produced the presentation is, the 

less the expertise of media professionals has intervened in the discussion. 

 

2. Acknowledge the Tensions and Energies of Ordinary Talk. 
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The experiment confirmed that there is a great dialogic potential in live speech but Nyre also 

brings up a problem about believing in sincere behavior in the mass media.  He mentions the 

argument that verbal (and visual) performances are heavily influenced by the interested-role 

plays by those participating. An example of that in his experiment is a radio journalist taking 

part in the programme “Democratic Radio on the Internet” – is it possible?, and trying to 

“win” the debate by speaking very loudly, and not respecting the interventions of the hosts 

and other participants.   

 

3. Make the Host Inconspicuous.  

Nyre’s team learnt that there was a real need for the hosts to steer conversations back to the 

chosen topic. It was also necessary sometimes to help the participants, as many guests were 

not experienced public speakers. He points out “This may be taken as proof of maximum 

journalism’s inevitable superiority….but it is important not to confuse personal presence 

with procedures for steering the conversation”. 

 

4. Recruit Participants Actively.  

Nyre points out that in order to make the programmes relevant, well-formulated and thought-

provoking the careful recruitment and substantial preparatory work by the staff is necessary. 

“This is a core aspect of minimum journalism” Nyre says. 

(Nyre 2007, 410-412) 

 

Nyre also points out that the agenda of minimum journalism can be participant-driven; an 

initiative from a participant could become a recurring theme in the programme. 

3.3 Access, Dialogue, Deliberation 

Experiments with interactivity, or an increase in audience participation, are called for, in 

many forms, in the theories and concepts of journalism criticism. Kunelius and Heikkila 

(1998) have examined the main criticism in media research in terms of access, dialogue and 

deliberation. With the criteria of access, and the simple argument that democracy requires 

open access to public institutions and resources, journalism traditionally is described as 

failing to do that is practise. Elite groups are given privileges of access, whereas for example 

to ethnic minorities the access is limited. Kunelius and Heikkila find that the demand for 
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increasing access in media research is often not fruitful,  “and too easily invalidated by 

referring to hard realities of society, and hard realities are often paralysing” (ibid. 74). 

 

With the concept of dialogue Kunelius and Heikkila find better ways of challenging 

journalism practises. As a concept, they distinguish a) dialogue in journalism and b) dialogue 

between journalism and its readers. On the first one, the question is whether there is a 

dialogue going on inside journalism, and critics generally claim it is in fact a pseudo 

dialogue in terms of both what sort of voices are allowed to take part and whose words are 

taken into consideration, and by whom.  The second way is to ask how much and what sort 

of dialogue is stirred by journalism. Access, as observed by Kunelius and Heikkila, is a 

precondition for this kind of dialogue. Practical implications for journalism have been 

considered, and Heikkila and Kunelius themselves identify two practical requirements. 

“Journalism must openly encourage different readings and it must commit itself to the task 

of making these different readings and interpretations public.” The challenge is to make the 

accents and articulations heard, to give them the power and the position they need to argue 

on particular problems.”(ibid.77-78) 

 

The notion of deliberation, as indicated before, has been an inspiration for experiments of 

public journalism. In short, Kunelius and Heikkila define deliberation by referring to a 

public process, which is oriented to solving common problems and in which the participants 

go through transformation. (ibid. 78)  In relation to journalism, deliberation is the most 

demanding notion, and calls for rethinking journalism’s relationship to representative 

democracy, as for example in the news, the value of public actors would be measured against 

the process of deliberation and not against their status of or statistical representativeness. In a 

deliberative situation, expert knowledge has no privileged position, but all the participants 

are experts in the ways in which common problem touches their everyday lives. But, as 

Kunelius and Heikkila point out, efforts to challenge fundamental practises and routines in 

journalism don’t take place without problems. Public participation requires certain cultural 

and social competencies that are not evenly distributed in societies, and sometimes 

discussions are easier for educated journalists than citizens. (ibid. 80) 
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3.4  Sources  

 

Sources used in journalism and by journalists are another way to examine the interaction 

between journalists and the public. Ordinary people feature in the news indicating reactions 

to the story but not as actual sources. Tuchman (1978) has outlined three generalisations 

newsmakers make in their news judgements: 

 

1. Most individuals, as news sources, have an axe to grind. To be believed, as an 

individual, they must prove their reliability as a news source. 

2. Some individuals, such as committee heads, are in a position to know more than 

other people in an organisation. Although they may have an axe to grind, their 

information is probably more “accurate” because they have more “facts” at their 

disposal.  

3. Institutions and organisations have procedures designed to protect both the institution 

and the people who come into contact with it. The significance of either a statement 

or a “no comment” must be assessed according to the news worker’s knowledge of 

institutional procedures. (ibid. 93) 

 

News reports traditionally draw heavily upon authorities’ versions of occurrences rather than 

citizens accounts. An example of this was the BBC news coverage of the July 2005 

bombings in London, which took a very cautious approach with casualty figures. News 

bulletins quoted the police sources for hours although eyewitnesses from the scene 

confirmed that many more were dead or injured than what the police were saying. 

 

Puranen (2000) interviewed news journalists of a Finnish daily newspaper on their 

relationship with their readers, and how readers are viewed as news sources. Traditionally 

journalists seem to think that news stories can’t be based on a source coming only from 

citizens. To make news stories and reports reliable and not one-sided they need sources 

originating from officials or experts. But, as Puranen asks, isn’t a news report likewise one-

sided if it’s lacking the view of a citizen affected by news. That doesn’t seem to be the view 

among journalists. In principle the audience is important for journalists but in practise the 

attitude towards citizens is suspicious. 
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Puranen says the relationship between readers and journalists is distant and controversial 

often due to institutional (such as the lack of time in the journalistic process) and historical 

(such as the deep-rooted idea among journalists of “educating the less knowledgeable”) 

reasons. Journalists don’t view very highly ideas based on audiences’ own experiences, but 

Puranen asks whether there is a way for journalists, maybe together with members of the 

audience, to develop these experiences to be part of the content in journalism. (ibid. 72)   

 

This approach is also the basis of my own research as I examine how some BBC news 

programmes have tried to develop these ideas. As shown so far in this paper new media 

challenges the notion of institutional press as the exclusive, privileged, trusted, informed 

intermediary of the news. When looking at the implications of audience participation it’s 

time go back to the beginning of the chapter for a reminder of the ideas behind public 

journalism. The aim was to activate and inform disillusioned voters and members of 

audience. Many new media gurus argue that interaction increases trust in media; 

participatory journalism provides media companies with the potential to develop a more 

loyal and trustworthy relationship with their audience.  In the next chapter I take a look at 

how the BBC and its news programmes are trying to apply this new approach with the help 

of interactivity.  

 

4. BBC NEWS AND INTERACTIVITY. 

“Users can alert us to the story”  

(Vicky Taylor, Editor, BBC Interactivity) 

 

Although audience participation isn’t a magic bullet for any media outlet, the BBC 

acknowledges its potential. New interactive services have been launched and interactive 

features added to old services while new guidelines have been written on how to interact 

with audiences. As a public broadcaster, the BBC is facing special challenges in the 

commercialised media environment, and as a reaction to that they try to connect with the 

audiences in a fresh way.   
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4.1. BBC news and “the missing link”  

 

A glance at the past shows that the relationship between the BBC news and the audience has 

been and is changing dramatically. In his book about the BBC news environment in the 

1970’s, Schlesinger (1992) writes about the missing link between the producers and 

consumers of news, and argues that broadcast news is the outcome of standardised 

production routines with no adequate point of contact with the audience. He notes that “You 

do not find people wandering around in a state of existential angst wondering whether they 

are communicating” To over-simplify a little Schlesinger sums up “journalists write for other 

journalists, their bosses, their sources, or a highly interested audience.” By and large the 

“real” audience remains an abstraction, only sometimes made real by random phone calls, 

letters or encounters in public places. Recognising that the BBC's News Guide from those 

days expresses pious hopes that the public service traditions will not be erred from:  

 

“We must be aware of becoming slaves of arbitrary changes in fashion, or becoming a cosy 

group, so engrossed without our techniques that we forget to ask ourselves: what do our 

listeners think? We must never reduce our contributions to broadcasting to the level of 

journalists talking to and for other journalists” (Schlesinger 1992, 107) 

 

One honest “BBC newsman” interviewed by Schlesinger declared the above passage as a 

“Bible of Hypocrisy”, because “The only thing you think about is what the other journalists 

are going to think about it. And anyway you write stories for the editors, not the audience.”  

Maybe that newsman has now opted to take an early retirement whereas his employer has 

been forced to move on. Although audience participation isn’t a magic bullet for any media 

outlet, the BBC, along with others broadcasters, acknowledges its potential.   

 

4.1.1 Phone-ins 

 

 

Although there has been the missing link between the media and the audience, efforts to 

create public deliberations on radio (and television) are not new. Phone-in programmes are 

the most obvious example of traditional participatory programming and the genre flourishes 

in countries like Britain, Ireland and the United States. The tradition in the UK started in 

1973 although they existed in Australia and the United States before that. In the UK the 
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commercial radios were pioneers of phone-ins but BBC Radio Nottingham, a regional radio, 

is credited with having aired the first British phone-in on 4 February 1968, in a programme 

called “What Are They Up To Now?”.  Radio 4 had a long tradition of doing electoral 

phone-ins whenever there was a General Election, and Nationwide, a BBC current affairs 

television series broadcast on BBC One, once famously skewered the Prime Minister 

Margaret Thatcher with a question from a viewer. (Mrs Diana Gould, a geography teacher 

persistently challenged Mrs Thatcher about her ordering of the sinking of the General 

Belgrano when it was sailing away from the Falklands). Radio One also has a long tradition 

of listeners requests.  But it was the Radio Five Live that made interactivity and particularly 

phone-ins a daily occurrence in the output. The daily morning phone-in, launched in 1994 

and called the Magazine, generally discussed very highbrow topics. Over the years the name 

has changed but heated discussions continue in the output every weekday morning, and 

emails and text messages are now also read out as part of the debates. According to Mark 

Sandell, a former editor of Five Live, the morning phone-in programme vastly improved and 

enriched the output. “We don’t own the news and it was no longer feasible for us to hand it 

down and make people eat it up because it’s good for them.  It also demonstrated a new 

respect for the people who listen to what we do.”(Interview with Sandell in May 2007) 

 

4.2 Public service broadcasting in crisis 

 

The early ideas of the BBC’s public service were based on the idea of reforming the 

audience rather than merely catering to the already existing needs and wants of consumers. 

As Ang (1991) shows, this led to an endless production of procedural discourse: policy plans, 

documents and memos intended to clarify and determine the normative criteria for the 

setting up of programming. Central to this discourse was the question of how the audience-

as-public should be defined and addressed. Over the years, as Ang says, the true value of this 

normative knowledge has been eroded as the solid conviction that public service 

broadcasting should reform the audience gradually gave way to recognition of the ultimate 

possibility to achieve this goal: actual audiences are too recalcitrant to submit 

unproblematically to such reform attempts. (ibid.)  

 

The change of heart of BBC’s public service philosophy was linked to the impact of 

commercial television; the BBC’s status as a unifying national force was challenged and it 
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became clear that the BBC presented and promoted a very partisan version of British 

citizenship, which excluded large sections of the public. This made the BBC embrace a new 

philosophy of serving the public by representing and registering society’s many different 

voices and faces. With diversity becoming the most prominent principle of the BBC, new 

guidelines were needed to give direction to its journalists. As a consequence, adoption of 

professionalism as a value in its own right became the new emphasis. Ang notes that the 

problem with this approach was that it insisted upon the autonomy of professionalism and 

the audience remained an abstraction in the day-to-day routines of broadcast journalism. Too 

often the journalists’ central concerns are not to do with audience feedback but rather with 

fellow professionals’ appraisal. (ibid.)  

 

Further developments such as the new media and more competition have brought up 

discursive convergence in public service and commercial philosophy. The very basis of 

public service broadcasting is being eroded as societies are more caught by a commercial 

spirit. It has been widely predicted and maybe now accepted that digitalisation presents a 

great challenge for publicly funded broadcasters like the BBC. The era of multi-channel, 

interactive TV and new media services transform the viewing and listening experiences into 

niche services, and the power is shifting to consuming audiences. The audience in public 

service broadcasting has traditionally been acknowledged being the general public and that’s 

why public broadcasters provide a mixture of programs and services in national channels and 

stations that reach all parts of the country. In the UK, BBC Radio4 and the World Service 

still maintain a mix of programmes in their daily output, but under increasing market 

pressure 

 

 In the new media environment, as Picard says (2005) it is not enough to assume that 

audiences are pleased with the current relationship or that they will continue to support 

public service broadcasting for eternity. They may ask: should I pay for services I don’t 

watch or listen to? Picard says public service broadcasters have to improve their 

relationships with audiences to prevent breaking bonds that previously existed. They must 

communicate effectively and constantly the importance of the breadth and depth of their 

services to audiences in order to maintain the support. The direct relationship must be 

nurtured and solidified if license fee funding and the functions of public service broadcasting 

are to be maintained, Picard urges.  
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The public’s role in the BBC’s programmes in the past can be explained by the well 

identified crisis of democratic participation; falling rates in party memberships, reduced 

involvement in political campaigning and a decline in voting at elections in the UK. More 

profoundly, as McNair and Hibberd (2003) show, the idea that representation is fundamental 

for democracy has been a key element in the design for Britain’s public service broadcasting. 

The expansion of public participation, or access programming by the BBC was also an effort 

to expand and refine their socio-demographic reach.  

 

Citizens were given a chance to be physically present in political programmes, to state their 

views, to debate with professionals and question the political elite face-to-face. In the early 

days panels for political programmes were created representing a balance of political 

viewpoints as well as citizens. But efforts to broaden the reach of access programming, as 

McNair and Hibberd observe, were often stopped by the simple fact that readiness to 

participate is not evenly distributed amongst the population. Participation was linked to the 

possession of social capital and those who most often responded to invitations were male, 

middle class, middle aged and white. Radio phone-ins experience a similar bias. And as 

McNair and Hibberd conclude, access broadcasting has not stopped the decline in voting in 

the UK and therefore has had little impact on the crisis of democratic participation. (But it 

has contributed to a distinctive political culture of mediated public debate in the UK.)  

The BBC is aware that conventional forms of top down journalism have done little to 

encourage a more engaged citizenry. On the other hand, as McNair and Hibberd argue, 

cynicism about politics could also be an intelligible response to over exposure of politicians 

in the media. (ibid.)  Public broadcasters, like the BBC, try to find ways to create more 

imaginative forms of journalism, in which citizens can play a more deliberative role. The 

emergence of participatory journalism and increased interaction may help in engaging 

citizens better and in the reporting of public opinion more accurately.  

 

4.3 BBC Radio  

 

As this study focuses on radio programmes, it’s useful to take a brief look at BBC radio and 

some developments in radio generally. The BBC has five major national radio stations, and 

in recent years some further national stations have been introduced on digital radio platforms. 
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There is also a network of local stations and for a world-wide audience, the BBC produces 

the Foreign Office funded BBC World Service. The World Service is a major source of news 

and information and can be received in 150 capital cities worldwide, with the weekly 

audience estimated to be 163 million listeners worldwide. The Service currently broadcasts 

in 33 languages and dialects (including English), though not all languages are broadcast in 

all areas. BBC One and BBC Two are the BBC’s flagship television channels, but the BBC 

also runs six other channels via digital television. In addition to this BBC Worldwide is 

responsible for commercial programmes and properties including a number of television 

stations such as BBC World and BBC Prime.  

 

The fast development of DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting, a technology for the 

broadcasting of audio using digital radio transmission) in the UK can be explained by 

unusual co-operation between commercial radio and the BBC that has enabled the enterprise 

to expand and flourish. The UK currently has the world’s biggest digital radio sector with 

103 transmitters, broadcasting over 250 commercial and 34 BBC radio stations across the 

UK. Rajar’s first quarter of  2008 figures revealed that 27.3% of the adult population now 

has a DAB set at home, and almost a third of the population (31.4 %) listens to digital radio 

at least once a week with DAB being the dominant technology. Overall, digital radio has 

17.8 % share of all radio listening, including 10.8% via DAB, 3.2% digital TV, and 2.1% 

listening on the Internet, another 1.7% was digital but unspecified. (Rajar figures)  

 

Like most providers, the BBC is using the new digital platform to rebroadcast existing 

services, as well as launch new ones. For example, previously the only way British listeners 

could hear the World Service Radio was either to tune into a BBC local frequency at night or 

to live in the south east of the country and listen to the AM band. Now World Service can be 

listened to 24 hours a day through the digital platform.  

 

It is difficult to foresee the consequences of digital technology for radio, especially with 

further developments emerging.  New mobile multimedia technologies are bringing digital 

radio (and television) to mobile hand-held services, and that may re-engage young listeners 

with radio. The statistics indicate that the proportion that listens via mobile phones is far 

bigger among young adults. In addition 3G, the third generation mobile phone technologies, 

offer an even wider range of more advanced services such as broadband wireless data, 
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bypassing the computer altogether. Radio is also available through the internet and through 

television sets, something that was not predicted at the beginning of the decade.  According 

to SONY/ICM research (2007), the 21
st
 century listener in the UK has following habits.  

*Three in ten people listen to radio via the internet 

* Four in ten people listen to radio via digital television.  

*One in five people listens to radio on an MP3 player etc. 

*One in eight people listens via a mobile phone with a built in tuner.  

*One in three 18-24 year olds listens via mobile. 

*Nearly a fifth of radio listening is via new platforms. (Sony/ICM research 2007) 

 

4.3.1 “Did the iPod kill the radio star?” 

 

The Internet has proved to be a very successful platform for delivering audio content for 

Live Streaming and for Listen Again services, where people can catch programmes that they 

might have missed earlier in the week. The Internet has also enabled broadcasters, newspapers, 

and other producers of audio to potentially reach a whole new audience via Podcasts. 

 

Podcasting,  a converged medium that brings together audio, the web and MP3 player, may 

have been described as a revolutionary development only four years ago but nowadays it is a 

well established practise in radio culture. Podcasting works like a newspaper subscription 

except it is audio files that are delivered to the computer rather than papers dropped through 

the door. For the BBC, for example, Podcasting is an extension of their public service 

mission to find ways of making their content available to the licence fee payer on multiple 

platforms. Many of the BBC shows and news programmes are now available as 

downloadable MP3 files, or special Podcast editions.   

 

A shared view in the radio industry, at least for while, was that the Podcasts’ rising 

popularity was challenging conventional radio broadcasting. In his article “Did the iPod Kill 

the Radio Star” Berry (2006) gives an insight into the history of podcasting and into 

speculations about its threat to the industry. He notes that whilst some observers feel that 

Podcasting is the end for radio and others claim it will be a short-lived fad, it is more likely 

to prove a first step on a long road to change. Berry suspects that like other trends before it, 

aspects of Podcasting will wither and disappear as the next “new” medium is launched. 
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There also those who argue that podcasting could have a positive effect on live radio 

listening, and instead of being a replacement of radio it gives the audience more control and 

freedom over their listening habits. 

 

Berry argues that the shared experience of live radio (social listening at breakfast time, large 

sporting events and so on) should secure a place for broadcast radio in the digital future. 

However, he also believes that in the future live broadcast will need to become more 

interactive, more drawn to speech-driven or excitement-driven formats, offering content not 

available on other platforms. The iPod has not killed the radio star (yet) but it may need 

some retuning, Berry concludes. (ibid.) 

 

4.4 Changing news environment 

 

What would that retuning mean for radio news? In his article “Making sense of the new 

news” Stephen Coleman calls for a need by news suppliers to adopt a more sophisticated 

approach to feedback and interactivity to help the spread of media literacy. There seems to 

be confusion in the newsrooms as news journalists try to make sense of new media, and of 

how they have to adapt and create a new kind of relationship with the audience. (Ariel 

20.02.07) 

 

Columbia University‘s “Project for Excellence in Journalism” publishes annual “State of the 

American News Media” reports. In 2007 the verdict was that “The transformation facing 

journalism is epochal, as momentous as the invention of the television or the telegraph”. The 

next phase in media business, says the study, will mean fewer jobs, flashier content, smaller 

audience slices, and more elaborate, interactive websites. The report highlighted seven new 

trends; 

 

1. News organisations need to do more to think through the implications of this new era of 

shrinking ambitions.  

2. The evidence is mounting that the news industry must become more aggressive about 

developing a new economic model.  

3. The question is whether the investment industry sees the news business as a declining 

industry or an emerging one in transition. 
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4.There are growing questions about whether the dominant ownership model of the last 

generation, the public corporation, is suited to the transition that newsrooms must make. 

5. The Argument culture is giving away to something new, the Answer Culture. 

6. Blogging is on the brink of a new phase that will probably include scandal, profitability 

for some and a splintering into elites and non-elites over standards and ethics.  

7. While journalists are becoming more serious about the web, no clear models of how to 

practise journalism online really exist yet, and some qualities are still only marginally 

explored.  

(PEW Report 2007) 

 

So more innovations and new policies are expected, and it is clear that news organisations’ 

difficult task is to appeal to radio’s lost generation; the young people. Changing lifestyles 

among the young explain why there seems to be “a technological generation gap” between 

journalists and their audience. As the audience fragment, should the news editors be 

targeting niche groups with tailored news, adjusting priorities as listeners give their 

responses? In other words should the audience shape the agenda?  To a certain extent most 

of the media outlets are already allowing that to happen.  

 

At the same time as interactivity is being embraced by news organizations, the concept of 

audience is changing. As Rosen (2003) points out first there were readers, then in the 

twentieth century came radio listeners, then TV viewers, and along the way news consumers. 

And now Rosen says, “users” has become a conventional term for the Internet audience. 

More generally, Rosen points out that prominent media organizations are very slowly 

becoming more interactive; more open to public scrutiny, more willing to give reasons for 

their actions and so more accountable. The authority of elite journalism is diminishing as 

citizens themselves are rich in alternative sources of news. “The age of global interactivity 

that is now descending changes the terms of the transaction not only by upgrading what 

publics can do for themselves, but also by granting new powers of invention to journalists.” 

(ibid. 4)  
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4.4.1. Websites as news source 

 

These days online news-seekers have plenty to choose from; as well as sites run by 

newspapers and broadcasters with established reputations, they can navigate through sites 

run by internet service providers and search engines. According to a 2005 Carnegie survey, 

the internet is the most frequently cited source of news for 18-34-old Americans. In the UK 

election 71 percent of 18-25 year-old British internet users visited the BBC election website 

and only 20 percent said they did not visit any election-rated websites. Online is growing 

faster than any of the BBC’s other services. But established news organisations are under 

growing pressure from open-source news sites which have abandoned top-down editorial 

control for a more participatory style of journalism or citizen journalism. (Carnegie Survey 

2005) 

 

The term ‘open source journalism’ refers to the practise of making news stories available for 

scrutiny and corrections before publication. As Moon (1999) sums up, the fundamental idea 

behind open source journalism can be seen to be an advanced form of public journalism. 

 

"Advocates of open-source journalism proclaim it as the new journalism, perfecting all that 

is wrong with traditional journalism. Others strongly oppose use of open sources, claiming 

the tactic will hinder the practice of traditional journalism and allow experts to wrest 

editorial control from journalists and the outlets for which they write"  (ibid. 1999) 

 

An example of this was the decision by the deputy editor of Jane’s Intelligence Review to 

not to publish an article before allowing visitors to Slashdot.com (news site that features 

user-submitted and editor-evaluated current affairs news) to evaluate it. The original text was 

rewritten after overwhelmingly negative feedback. But many disapproved the method, some 

judging it as “merely an aim for some inexpensive proof reading to keep the publication 

from making their own big mistakes” (ibid.). Many new media experts see open source 

journalism the next logical move for the profession, although at the same time they 

acknowledge that they don’t believe that most journalists would use the new fact-checking 

tool any time soon.  
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4.4.2 BBC on the Internet  

 

The bbc.co.uk website, formerly know as BBC Online, includes a comprehensive, 

advertisement-free news website and archive. The BBC claims the site to be Europe’s most 

popular content-based site; 13.2 million people in the UK alone visit the site’s more than two 

million pages, it says. BBC Future Media and Technology division has set out the services it 

wants to help to deliver to its audiences and they read as follows: 

 *bbc.co.uk 

 *BBCi 

 *Red Button Services 

 *bbc.co.uk on mobile 

 *iPlayer. 

(BBC Future Media and Technology website. 18.8.2007) 

 

BBCi is the brand name for BBC’s interactive digital television services, which are available 

through digital terrestrial, as well as satellite and cable channels. Unlike Ceefax, BBCi is 

able to display full-coloured graphics, photographs, and video, as well as programmes. With 

Red Button services viewers can join in the programmes and see extra news stories, sports 

coverage etc. BBC iPlayer was launched in the summer of 2007. It allows viewers to 

download programmes over the Internet and watch them on their own PC for up to a week 

after transmission.  

 

The “Have Your Say” page on the BBC website (bbc.co.uk) was originally a debate area but 

also a tool for a phone-in programme called “Talking Point”.  Participants, but primarily 

opinions to be read out during the programme, were found with the help of Have Your Say. 

Slowly the site and its functions started changing as the users kept contacting the site more 

and more by sending their emails. The turning point according to Vicky Taylor, the editor of 

BBC Interactivity, was the in the year 2001 when people, affected by the devastating 

earthquake in Gujarat in India, started sending their messages.  It became very clear that 
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ordinary people had stories to tell, stories that hadn’t reached the news yet. Once the link had 

been provided the audience became the BBC’s eyes and ears. “We need a range of voices to 

make the material more authentic”, Taylor says. (Interview with Vicky Taylor in May 2007) 

 

In 2007 “Have Your Say “received about 12,000 emails a day. According to Vicky Taylor 

there are two reasons for having the site. It allows people to comment but it is also a 

newsgathering process. Users are now being asked to register so that their comments can be 

published directly onto the site. Users will also be able to agree with comments made by 

other users, and comments that receive the highest ranking will then be displayed most 

prominently on the site. 

 

While the BBC is still relying on the large network of correspondents and reporters all over 

the world more and more news stories are now being broken by people just going about their 

daily lives. Modern technology – a mobile phone with a camera or a digital camera and 

access to the Internet – has provided us all with the tools to be a reporter or at least 

contribute to a story. Some of the most powerful footage from the Asian tsunami, later 

broadcast all around the world, was shot by holiday-makers not cameramen. And the first 

images, published on the BBC website, of the bus destroyed in the London bombings on 7 

July came from a bystander’s mobile phone. Similarly, the first pictures of a burning car 

driving at Glasgow’s international airport in summer 2007 came from a member of the 

public.  

 

With thousands of emails pouring into Have Your Say, the BBC has tried to make better use 

of them, and has created a User Generated Content unit, which aims to share and make more 

sense of the audience contributions. The UGC hub, as it is known in the BBC, aims to serve 

the programmes across the BBC by setting up debates on the Have Your Say site, and 

keeping databases on the contributors who send their comments. Those people can then be 

contacted, through the UGC hub, by journalists looking for a particular point of view for 

their programmes. For example, if a programme is covering the latest bomb explosion in Iraq 

and is looking for ordinary Iraqis to be interviewed, UGC Hub can give them a list of Iraqis 

who have contacted the site and may be suitable to be interviewed. In the future the hope is 

that the UGC hub becomes an essential part of the BBC’s newsgathering, and thus increases 
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dialogue with the audience. The UGC Hub works as a static newsgathering source for stories 

from across the UK and around the world. The aim is also to enhance the coverage: when 

Burmese monks took to the streets in protest against their military government in 2008, the 

story came out via emails from local people ready to risk their own safety. User generated 

content can work both ways and inform reporters covering big stories. During Kenya’s 

political turmoil at the end of 2007, messages describing the mood and what was happening 

in different parts of the country were played back to the Nairobi bureau for BBC 

correspondents, and they were put in contact with sources on the ground. 

 

To try to find out more about people’s motives to interact on news sites, the BBC carried out 

some research in 2004. One of the key findings was that the primary motivator for 

interacting with news sites is to seek redress or to correct misinformation of an issue 

particularly emotional nature to the user. It was also acknowledged that what user 

interactions can provide for site visitors is that they add tangible value to news, offering 

something that journalists alone cannot provide. This adds proximity and humanity to the 

news, and makes it more compelling. According to the study, online is not the best medium 

for news chats or chats with a public figure. There was also a structural and editorial issue 

pertaining to message boards and forums. The respondents felt that they inherently lack 

narrative and they are not edited to highlight the most valuable pieces of citizen journalism.  

 

4.5 Scepticism  

 

The debate on how much the audience should shape the news agenda goes on vigorously in 

the BBC, and many feel that there is a dilemma about the developing relationship with 

audiences. Some research shows that people want news to tell them more about issues and 

events that matter in their lives in a tone of voice they can relate to. This has forced the news 

makers to do some soul searching, as an article in the BBC magazine illustrates: “As 

audiences fragment, should BBC editors be targeting niche groups with tailored news, 

adjusting priorities as listener texts pour in? “ (Ariel 26.06.2007) 

 

Much of this debate is to do with journalists feeling threatened by audience participation, or 

concerned about the quality of news being compromised by audience input. Many fear that 

the BBC core values of impartiality and accuracy are being threatened. But the head of the 
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radio news, Stephen Mitchell, says that this shouldn’t be the case. After we have listened to 

our audiences we have to make our own editorial judgement about what they are saying and 

why. Just as we would do with any other source. He says it’s good to listen to audience 

through texts, emails, and message boards but that a journalist’s role remains the same: to 

sift, verify and give context to what they are hearing (ibid.).  

 

To illustrate the debate about the value of interactivity, BBC Magazine Ariel (30.10.07) 

published an opinion piece, which reflects the views of those who have misgivings about 

interactivity. The piece is a satire of the scepticism expressed about interactivity but many 

journalists would argue that there is some truth in it.  

  
Mitchell and Webb (comedians) did a wonderful send up of modern radio: 'Are you 
personally affected by this issue? Then email us! Or if you're not affected by this 
issue, can you imagine what it would be like if you were…. what possible reason 
could there be for you not to email us?' 
 
I'm old enough to remember when BBC public service broadcasting was about 
some clever people thinking up good ideas and putting them on the radio. The only 
thing the listener had to do was listening. 
 
But there's been a creeping intrusion of the 'audience' into the work we do. It started 
years ago with Family Favourites, but at least that was only reading out letters. 
 
Then came - cover your ears - the phone-in. The only qualification was that your 
gnarled fingers could make little circles on the phone dial. Insight, wisdom and wit 
could take a back seat to ill-informed ranting. 
 
People you would move house to avoid were suddenly on your radio, burbling and 
dribbling. 'The trouble with this country' or 'the thing about jam is' or 'my brother-in-
law knew someone who…' is the backbone of radio with no backbone. 
 
E-mail only worsened the trend. Now programmes which would have no truck with 
phone calls welcome the poorly considered missives from anyone with a keyboard. 
Output is now peppered with the badly-argued prejudices of the sort of folk whose 
gaze you avoid on the bus. 
 
Whole weeks of airtime each year are devoted not to well-made programmes, but to 
the garbled scribblings of the ill-informed being badly read out by presenters who 
would never have cut it in the 'golden age'. 
 
The BBC is the worst offender. In a wilful misunderstanding of what public service 
broadcasting entails, putting the public on air as often as possible in as many 
different forms as possible is now the goal. 
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You can't just have a good idea and go out and make a programme anymore. No. 
Oh no. Nowadays you must consider before you've made the programme how the 
listener might interact with it. 
 
It's a pathetic attempt by broadcasters to appear engaged with their audience. What 
could make a listener feel more important and valued than being asked - constantly 
- what he or she thinks? 
 
'How kind of my favourite station to consider what I think. I'm so pleased with them. 
I could go and make a radio programme about it. No hang on - I'll just drop an email 
or blog something and they'll make it FOR me!' 
 
Don't misunderstand me, opinion is important. Even ill-informed opinion has its 
place: in the pub, or the taxi, but on the radio? What makes listeners or viewers or, 
heaven forbid, bloggers think they have the faintest idea about broadcasting? If they 
had any good ideas they'd be employed in broadcasting. 
 
But of course no one will say that out loud. Before you know it the hapless modern 
broadcasters will start churning out programmes where the content has been 
decided, not by the well-paid hacks themselves, but by the listeners, who are paying 
the hacks' wages. 
 
I may be a lone voice in this but isn't it time to stop the madness? To say that 
interactive frenzy is bad for broadcasting. It numbs the broadcasters' skills, it makes 
dreadful radio, it gives listeners ideas above their station. 
 
The demarcation worked well for decades. Broadcasters broadcast. Listeners 

listened. It all went rather well before interactivity prevailed. Let's get back to that 

and give the dreaded 'i' one in the eye.” (Ariel 30.10.07) 

 
As a counter argument Ariel also published the view of those journalists who find added 

value in interactivity and argue that at its best, interaction produces strong modern 

journalism:  

 
 I'm a huge fan of Mitchell and Webb's sketch about interactivity. It shows how 
desperate programme makers can sound for people to get in touch with them and 
sadly, it happens all too often. Desperation, as we all know in the complex field of 
relationships, is deeply unattractive and it's even more unappealing in a radio 
presenter.  
 
However, I don't hark back to a 'golden age' where 'clever people thought up good 
ideas and put them on the radio'. I don't need to hark back - we're still doing it.  
People want their lives reflected on stations which are paid for with their money.  
 
User generated content gets a pretty poor press (sometimes deservedly so.) At its 
worst, it's lazy journalism, a way of keeping the needles wagging in a climate of 
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increased pressure on producers to fill airtime. It can also be ill-informed, trite, 
patronising, and, worse, actually misinterpret the facts of a story for the audience. 
I've lost count of the number of truly dreadful, pointless punts for audience 
interaction I've heard, of the 'pens versus pencils - where do you stand?' variety.  
 
But at its best it can help programme makers understand their audiences better, 
produce exclusive stories ,  and perhaps most importantly, rebuild trust with 
audiences still battered by phone-in scandals, the Queen documentary and a miss-
named cat. As one listener said to me after the Queen story broke: 'If they can do 
that on TV, imagine how much you could alter radio interviews.' 
 
Audiences are no longer passive and that's just a fact of life. They want more 
accountability and are more demanding that stories which affect their lives should 
be reflected on stations which are paid for with their money. That seems fair enough 
to me. If, as happened a while ago, 80 listeners contacted us about problems with 
bailiffs, isn't it our duty to look into the issue? The listeners are an army of contacts, 
many of whom have fascinating stories to tell which make strong modern journalism: 
the three mothers whose daughters had all been killed by stalkers, meeting up to try 
and improve the police system for dealing with the problem; the families torn apart 
because their home address and phone number was on an extremist animal rights 
website. This isn’t  'interactive frenzy'. It's people's lives.  
 
 Yes, interactivity can be terrible when it's done badly, but surely it's our job to make 
sure we're a bit more sophisticated in the way we manage it and reflect it on the air?  
 
We've moved on from describing interactivity as being reading an email or taking a 
call. This is about knowing who listens to you and what matters to them. Radio is a 
community - people listen because something about what they hear touches their 
lives or teaches them something interesting about the world. I think that's pretty 
much what we used to do during the much talked-about 'golden age', wasn't it?” 
(ibid.) 
 

Journalists are not the only ones who are questioning interactivity. In the same way as 

journalists has to adjust to the new news environment, also audience have to keep up with 

new developments. The BBC’s Radio Four’s Feedback programme was forced to examine 

the value of interactivity when some listeners asked why presenters have taken up the habit 

of urging listeners to phone, text or email their views. An email from a listener, Dr Lesley 

Smith from Oxford, was read out on the programme: 

 

I am concerned about the ubiquity of emails and texts read out on news programmes at the 

moment. It used to be just on PM but it’s now reached Today and even the Westminster Hour. 

Personally I listen to the BBC news analysis for the expertise it presents. I want to hear what 

Justin Webb has to say about America, or Orla Guerin, or Caroline Wyatt. If I wanted any 

old ill informed opinion I’d go to the pub instead. The text and emails read out are almost 
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uniformly trivial and banal and even worse they often virtually unattributed: Tim from his 

car says.  What is the point of this?  It strikes me as a waste of valuable analysis and 

reporting time for spurious pretence of responsiveness. I can’t be the only listener who tunes 

in precisely to hear from people who know more than I do. (BBC Radio Four 23.2.2007) 

 

The Radio Four programme went on to look into how interactivity can be developed further, 

beyond those above mentioned meaningless rants.  

 

This paper has introduced some of the main arguments put forward by researchers, 

journalists and members of the public about interactivity, as well as highlighting the 

challenges journalism has faced and is facing. The debate has two dimensions; firstly there 

are calls for more democracy in journalism (public journalism and its developers) in order to 

restore the trust by the public in the media, secondly there are the arguments that 

interactivity may have a positive impact on those misgivings that the public shares towards 

journalism. My research focuses on the second dimension and more closely on the views by 

news journalists of the potential benefits of interactivity.  

 
 

5. Methodology  

 

In this chapter I will present the methodology of the research. The aim is to examine the 

impact of audience participation, which loosely can also be defined as interactivity, in news 

programmes, and more specifically what it means in practise, as seen by the interviewees. 

 

5.1 Qualitative and quantitative research methods 

 

Traditionally social scientists make a distinction between qualitative and quantitative 

research methods. In quantitative analysis argumentation is based on numbers and on 

systematic, statistical relations between the numbers. (Alasuutari 1995, 9) By using 

qualitative method Alasuutari means reasoning and argumentation that is not based solely on 

the statistical relations between variables by which certain objects and observations units are 

described. In other words, when explaining a phenomenon we do not use as evidence the 

frequencies with which something occurs together with another. In qualitative analysis the 

data is often considered as a totality; they are thought to shed light on the structure of a 
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singular logical whole. As Alasuutari says, both methods can be applied in the same study 

and in analysing the same data. Moreover, he thinks that in a sense qualitative and 

quantitative analysis can be seen as a continuum, not as opposites or mutually exclusive 

models of analysis. (ibid.) 

 

5.2 Why qualitative? 

 

Qualitative analysis consists of two phases: the purification of observations and unriddling. 

In the purification of observations again there are two phases; first the material is always 

only observed from a particular theoretical and methodological point of view; a researcher 

only pays attention to the essential. The second phase of observation is to combine 

observations to further reduce the data. The aim is to formulate rules or structures of rules 

that hold throughout the data. Unriddling means that on the basis of the clues produced and 

hints available, we give an interpretative explanation of the phenomenon studied. We should 

be able to come up with an answer that should not be in contradiction with any of the 

observations about the case. The term ‘qualitative methods’ refers to a variety of practices 

and discourses involving the notion of fieldwork – entering  a field, participant observation 

and interviewing - as well as different forms of textual analysis. (Alasuutari 1995) 

 

So why does a researcher choose qualitative instead of quantitative methods? Not only 

because the resources available are too scarce for quantitative analysis, says Alasuutari. 

Quite often in qualitative analysis a great number of observation units are simply not needed.  

Also qualitative research aims to explain how something is possible to do or how something 

has been done in the case of the research, instead of explaining (as in quantitative research) 

how something is always done. Iorio (2004) says qualitative research shares much in 

common with journalism; the emphasis is on in-depth interviews and observation, on a 

critical approach to interpretation, and on the importance of perspective explanation. 

Qualitative methods in journalism can be used as a pre-reporting tool by news organisations 

to enhance coverage: to identify credible sources and their relationship to political processes 

or to identify grassroots issues and inform election coverage. (ibid.) 

 

Iorio (2004) among many others brings up the sometimes distant relationship between 

journalism and academic research. He points out that journalist can help academics, and vice 
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versa, to help develop heir work. In many ways that is the main challenge of media research 

and on much more modest scale also of this paper. All the theories about public journalism 

and visions about participatory journalism and interactivity become meaningless unless one 

can show what it means in practice for the professionals in news organisations.  The purpose 

of this study is to capture potential changes in news journalism brought in by more emphasis 

on interaction with the audience. As those changes can’t be turned into variables and 

measured, qualitative research methods are the best tools to approach the subject.  

 

5.3 Qualitative case study methods 

 

 

There is no universal definition of case-study research but most scholars agree that its 

primary goal is to obtain an in-depth understanding of a complex phenomenon, both in and 

out of itself and in relation to its broader context (Haas 2004). Yin (2002) suggests that the 

case study is a research strategy, an empirical inquiry that investigates a phenomenon within 

its real-life context. It means single and multiple case studies, can include quantitative 

evidence, relies on multiple sources of evidence and benefits from the prior development of 

theoretical propositions. Yin (ibid.) says case study can be used on any mix of quantitative 

and qualitative evidence. Yin recommends carrying out a case study when the focus is on 

how and why questions and on contemporary phenomena, and when an investigator has 

limited control over events it is desirable to use multiple sources of evidence. Yin questions 

the idea that case studies can only be used during the exploratory phase, are only a 

preliminary research strategy or cannot be used to describe or test propositions. He says 

there can be exploratory, descriptive and explanatory case studies. A case study’s full unique 

strength is in its ability to deal with a full variety of evidence – documents, artifacts, 

interviews and observations. Concerns regarding case studies include lack of rigor and the 

argument that they offer little basis for scientific generalization. But Yin argues that case 

studies, like experiments, are generalisable to theoretical propositions, not to populations and 

universes. (ibid.) Some of the most well know case studies have been written by journalists 

and have been about journalism such as Bernstein and Woodward’s account of the 

Watergate cover-up. 

 

My initial idea was to use just one Radio Station, Radio Five Live, as my case study, and to 

examine how they were dealing with interactivity after the introduction of the audience team. 
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But after speaking to people across the BBC who were involved with interactivity I felt that 

a wider selection of people and programmes was needed to get a better picture of what was 

the happening regarding interactivity within the BBC. I decided that one particular method, 

focused interviews, was the best way to conduct the research.  

 

5.4 Focused Interviews 

 

Interviews are research methods in qualitative research and one of the most important 

sources of case study information. The focused interview is used in a situation where the 

respondent is interviewed for a short period of time, usually answering set questions. As 

Iorio (2004) says, street interviews can produce snapshots of opinions but focused interview 

methodology is a qualitative research tool that can bring out in-depth responses and identify 

commonalities. The purpose of focused interviews is to interpret and show any shared 

insights among interviewees. The actual interview process is personal and conducted one-on-

one to draw out accurate information. The principles of focused interviews are based both on 

methods of social science and journalism practice. The benefit of the focused interview, 

according to Iorio, is it its ability to collect unfiltered insights and unadulterated opinions 

held in common which are often overlooked by focus groups and surveys. The disadvantages 

of the methods can be he time and cost that may be involved as well as the personal 

relationship and the amount of trust between the interviewer and the interviewee that may 

play a part. (ibid.2004) 

 

As preparation and in the run-up to the actual interviews I spoke to a dozen BBC journalists 

just to get an insight into issues around interactivity generally. After these short discussions 

it became clear to me that there was a lot of confusion and many different views of 

interactivity. Many felt that they were encouraged to enhance interactivity by their managers, 

but they were not sure why. They were not sure what the value of interactivity was, and as 

a BBC news journalist myself I had to agree. I decided that the most interesting approach for 

my study would be to try to find answers to that question.  

 

The actual interviews were done with six people from three different BBC radio stations 

between February and March 2008. There were three journalists from the Five Live; the 

audience editor, one of the journalists in the audience team, and the head of Five Live News.  
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I also interviewed the editor of Newsbeat, from Radio One, and a journalist from Audience 

& Development at the BBC World Service Radio, and an editor of the daytime news 

programmes, also from the BBC World Service Radio. The interviews were recorded, 

loosely structured (or semi-structured), and conversational (informally mixing questions with 

conversation and using a list of topics and a few key questions, see appendix). As an 

important part of the pre-interview process, I explained the purpose of the study and sent the 

questions to the respondents by email.  

 

Following the principles of a focused interview the aim was to analyse answers to find 

commonly held points of view on the identified themes. A small number of respondents 

were sufficient for the purpose of the research providing desired information, as their views 

are examples of developments described more generally in this paper. Furthermore, it is 

necessary to point out that this research focuses on the personal perceptions of interactivity 

of the interviewees in the context of their work life. Inevitably, these perceptions were 

subjective and I, as a researcher, had to bear that in mind. One could therefore argue that 

among the major weaknesses of my method are limitations of generalisability of the research. 

The main aim of this paper therefore is not to make generalised conclusions, but rather to 

gain an understanding of the individual views and draw some general assumptions from 

them. 

 

My own position had to be taken into account when evaluating the interview process and the 

answers. The interviewees are my colleagues, and also all of them to a certain extent can be 

described as promoters of interactivity. I did think it was important to choose them, as the 

aim of the study was to examine how interactivity shapes the news agenda, and those not so 

directly involved with interactivity would not have been able to tell much about 

developments with the audience. I did feel that my own position as a colleague was not a 

disadvantage, on the contrary; it enabled me to “skip” questions about routines of the BBC’s 

programme-making generally and get straight to the heart of the subject. In my questions I 

challenged the interviewees to consider closely the value of interactivity by bringing up 

views of those who have reservations about enhancing interactivity. There is widespread 

skepticism about interactivity among journalists; many are worried about their jobs and 

authority. As a researcher I had to bring up those concerns.  
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One thing that I also had to bear in mind was the fact that the interviewees were employees 

of the BBC and they maybe felt that they had to give “the official line” of their employer 

which is that the BBC wants to improve its relationship with interactivity and encourage 

citizen journalism often by financing various experiments or just by highlighting that 

generally in its policies. It was necessary to at least consider the possibility that the 

interviewees felt that it was their duty or “their job” to be positive about interactivity 

regardless of their own personal views and possible doubts about it.  

 

6. Framing interactivity 

 

After the interviews were done, I wrote down all the questions and answers, and set out to 

encode the text in order to find the main points and themes arising from it. The process 

revealed certain issues that came up repeatedly and I was able to construct an analysis based 

on them. The interviewees first of all outlined why generally they felt there was a “need” to 

build up the relationship with the audience further, and how they saw interactivity shaping 

the news agenda. They had a lot of examples and some of them I have included in this 

chapter to illustrate their views. I then moved on to a discussion about the changes in their 

roles as journalists as well as bringing up some skeptical views often associated with 

interactivity. After that the focus shifts to the question of how the interviewees define public 

service broadcasting duty, as well as to transparency and whether they think that interactivity 

can help to restore the trust of the audience in the press. Finally, the interviewees gave their 

ideas on how they think audience contributions should be treated in the future. 

 

The value of interactivity as a research question is abstract and difficult to pin down. To 

simplify that effort I identified themes or issues that are examined in the view of a theoretical 

framework and they can be summarised in the following questions: 

 

1. How is interactivity shaping the agenda (according to the interviewers)? 

2. Why do they find it desirable? 

3. How does it compare to “mainstream” news programmes? 

5. How does it change journalistic processes? 

6. Does is increase democracy or restore the trust of the public in journalism? 
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The study will focus on the BBC’s news agenda and how, through the eyes of the 

interviewees, it is changing since more attention has been paid to audience and interactivity. 

The interviewees represented three radio stations of the BBC and I will next give a brief 

introduction to those stations to illustrate how different stations try to approach the audience 

contributions. 

 

6.1 Background: approaches to the audience in three stations 

 

Born on 28 March 1994, BBC Radio Five Live was a product of the Gulf War and the then 

Director-General John Birt’s penchant for news and current affairs. (Starkey 2006, 21)  

Under Birt’s policies resources were diverted to journalism from other areas of programme 

making and the creation of a national radio network for round-the-clock news coverage 

became inevitable. It was praised as one of the most successful media launches of the decade 

but was without controversy.  The predecessor of Radio 5 Live, Radio 5 had an ambitious 

programming for children and teenagers, as well as sport. The BBC had talked about the 

concept of “rolling news” for years but the beginning of the Gulf War in January 1991 made 

it all happen as Radio 4 frequencies were taken over by “Gulf FM”, continuous services of 

extended new bulletins and in-depth reporting of the war. After the war the news agenda 

returned back to normality but the appetite for rolling news persisted.  

 

The advent of digital television and subsequent increase in the availability of channels 

allowed the creation of BBC News 24 in 1997. The idea of combining news and sports 

services on radio led to the rebranding of Radio 5 and Radio Five Live was created. The 

name change was referring to the intended “urgency” and authority of news output, as well 

as live sports commentary. As Starkey sums up, audiences for sport were well catered for but 

the greatest sacrifices were to be made by the younger audiences: the programmes for 

children and teenagers were axed, the schools programmes were consigned to the early hours 

of morning, and schools were encouraged to record them. (Starkey 2006, 27) 

 

Since the biggest audiences for the mass-market sports are male, the rest of the media was 

quick to stereotype the new network’s target audience and Radio Five Live became known 

as “Radio Bloke”.  At weekends the listeners may hear whole afternoons of uninterrupted 

sport such as live commentary on the day’s football matches. In 2001 the weekly reach of 
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the station was 4 million males to 1.7 million females. From the very beginning the Radio 

Five Live’ remit was different from any other BBC station’s, with the hourly news bulletin 

often followed by a self-contained sports bulletin with audio cuts, as well as regular travel 

reports. An extra dimension of phone-ins are a staple of the station’s input and they are use 

to bolster coverage of breaking news. The station has a stable coherent audience but 

audience figures show that the expectations of a youthful audience have not been fulfilled: in 

2001 more thirty-five to forty-four year-olds were listening than any other age group, there 

were almost as many forty-five to fifty-four year olds and then the next biggest group of 

listeners were the over sixty-fives. (Starkey 2006) Five Live reached its highest-ever 

audience of 6.7 million in the second quarter of 2002. In the third quarter of 2007 it had the 

lowest audience for at least seven years, with just 5.49 million listeners. New platforms, such 

as DAB radio, digital TV and Online were seen for the future of the station: listening on-

demand and live streaming via the Five Live website soared. (Guardian 3.3.2008) 

 

Five Live also has a digital sister station, Five Live Sports Extra, which has a relatively low 

audience. (Guardian 3.3.2008)  Five Live’s schedule is based roughly on three hour 

programme slots throughout the day. All programmes have updated news bulletins every 

fifteen minutes, with sports being an important part of the output. Part of the programme 

identity is to have the same presenters five times a week for each programme.  

 

With daily phone-in programmes and texts and emails being read throughout the day Radio 

Five Live could not be accused of neglecting the audience. But as the audience responses 

were increasing the station wanted to manage texts, emails and calls better, and develop 

ideas for better audience input. The stations first audience editor was appointed in October 

2006 with a team of three producers and one sports producer.  The idea was to generate more 

audience-based content for the station’s programmes. The team invite people to participate 

with a weekly newsletter on the Website. The team tries to identify themes, moods, stories 

and issues that they could follow up.  

 

Q: Why did Five Live decide to try an audience team? 

 

A: We get 50,000-70,000 texts in a month and we wanted to harness the vast quantities of 

emails, texts, blog posts, phone calls, and do much more with them as there were stories 
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there to be told. The idea was to extend the relationship with the audience, and be more 

proactive. Before texts and emails were really utilised by individual programmes, they were 

on air and afterwards they were gone. The idea was to create some kind of data base with 

people’s permission, and look for news stories that existed in them.  

 

There was a lot of time-wasting with news programmes asking for listeners’ responses, 

instead the interactive team is trying to do something more sophisticated. A lot of calls we 

make don’t necessarily develop to imminent news stories, the issues need investigating, they 

may be buried for months and then they return to issues weeks later when something makes 

it more newsworthy. We are now getting original journalism from the root of the audience. 

The team is effectively doing investigative reporting, taking the tip offs from listeners.  

Newsbeat of BBC Radio One differs from the BBC’s other news programmes in its remit to 

provide news tailored for a younger audience, primarily targeting the age group 15-30. 

Newsbeat was launched in 1973 in response to the launch of a network of commercial radio 

stations across the UK which supplied a news service very different from the traditional 

BBC news. Newsbeat has three 15 minutes bulletins during the day as well as a shorter 

bulletin every hour. Newsbeat has is own set of reporters, who often report on the big news 

stories of the day. In all, 9 million people a week hear the news on Radio 1 through 

Newsbeat. 

Q: How has your relationship with the audience developed over the years? 

 

A: We probably were not serious about interactivity until the late 1990’s and it all started 

with audience research which was not on air but which gave us a clear indication that our 

on air agenda missed the point of what most of the listeners wanted. We thought we knew 

best but the more research we did on the audience the more we found out about their 

interests.  

The BBC World Service Radio is transmitting in 32 languages to many parts of the world 

and the English language service broadcasts 24 hours a day. In May 2007 the BBC reported 

that the average weekly audience had reached 182 million people. The World Service is 

funded by grant in aid through Foreign and Commonwealth Office by the British 

Government – unlike the BBC’s domestic radio and television services, which are primarily 
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funded by a compulsory license fee. The core feature of the World Service scheduling is the 

news. This is transmitted at one minute past the hour, where there is a five minute long 

bulletin, and on the half hour where there is a two minute summary. Main BBC World 

Service News and Current Affairs daily programmes are The World Today, Newshour and 

World Briefing. 

The BBC World Service Radio has an international audience and that can make it more 

challenging to engage with the audience. The network has tried to develop its relationship 

with audience and deliver more audience inspired journalism with projects such as “Your 

Story” that encourages people around the world to become citizen journalists. The project 

began as a website offering people an easy way to suggest stories and upload audio in order 

to get their stories on air. The best stories will be produced to a high standard and broadcast 

on air, others feature on the website. The phone-in programme, World Have Your Say 

(WHYS) describes itself as “global conversation”. It is a BBC News discussion programme 

where people around the world are given an opportunity to set the agenda. The audience is 

invited to join in by phone calls, calls over the net, text messages and comment on the 

programmes’s blog. The show encourages callers to talk to each other and directs questions 

asked by listeners to the guests on the programme. With regular bloggers WHYS is also 

building an online community and encourages the audience to continue debates on the blog. 

The name World Have Your Say also refers to the interaction between all the BBC World 

Service’s news programmes and their audience.  

 

Q; How would you describe interactivity in the BBC World Service Radio? 

A: I think it’s a slow progress, that’s my honest answer. People who love interactivity push it 

forward and are very enthusiastic and people who are very suspicious think that it is going 

to somehow damage our journalistic credentials and has very little value whatsoever. 

There is very little interactivity in our programmes outside WHYS and the odd citizen 

journalist piece.  We are still developing. We have an international audience and we are still 

very serious, intellectual, not fluffy tabloid like radio network, and we have to work out how 

interactivity can work for us. 
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The shared aim among all the three BBC radio stations and their programmes is to promote 

interactivity but there is quite a big variation in the experience you get listening to the 

programmes of the three stations. Five Live interacts with audience more regularly 

throughout the programme slots, in forms of phone-ins, texts and emails as well as stories 

initiated by audience contributions. This is perhaps easier because their audience is 

physically closer, in the same country and the issues they cover are often to do with 

listeners’ everyday life. If there is an accident the programme can speak live to the member 

of the public at the scene. The same applies to Radio One and its Newsbeat programme 

which may also have the benefit of having younger and maybe more technologically savvy 

listeners. The format of Newsbeat is also more informal, with pundits and politicians rarely 

making appearances. That itself may make the programme feel close to “ordinary people”. 

 

With World Service Radio, that is more complicated and you can listen to the whole news 

programme with no interaction with the audience or maybe just an email address read on air 

with no particular reference to news items. You could argue that often the issues the World 

Service news programmes cover are geopolitical, or to do with complex international politics 

and it maybe difficult to challenge the audience to take part in the debate. But those involved 

with interactivity would not agree; they emphasise that the fact that the audience is all over 

the world and issues maybe be complex is not an excuse not to encourage interactivity.  

 

6.2 News frames 

 

As has been shown, the role of an audience traditionally has not been participatory but rather 

as a recipient. As a result, a sometimes disillusioned and disempowered audience is reacting 

by turning away from news, looking for alternative sources or participation. From the point 

of view of news journalists and programme makers the challenges are vast; practices and 

routines are dictated by deadlines, a shortage of time and commercial pressures. While news 

values are changing over time, it can be argued that there is a relatively consistent criterion, 

which helps to rule in certain types of events as “newsworthy” and rule out certain 

alternatives. Journalists may find it hard to define news values but Allan has attempted to 

specify those largely unspoken rules:  

Conflicts: potential interest is enhanced by dramatization. 

Relevance: news should, however loosely, affect audience’s lives and experiences. 
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Timeliness: recent events are favoured. 

Simplification: significance of the event should be relatively unambiguous; diversity of 

potential interpretations may be kept in minimum. 

Personalisation: emphasis on human factors coping with life on the ground is preferred over 

abstract descriptions. 

Unexpectedness: an event which is out of the ordinary has a higher chance of being caught in 

the news net. 

Continuity: an event should allow for the projection of a sense of where it ‘fits in’ so as to 

allow for rescheduling. 

Composition: a mixture of different types of events must be processed on any given day. 

Reference to elite nations: priority often given to events in the ‘first world’. 

Reference to elite persons: activities performed by politicians, members of the monarchy, 

entertainment and sporting celebrities, corporate leaders an so forth, are far more salient in 

news terms than those of ‘ordinary people’. 

Cultural specificity: events which conform to the ‘maps of meaning’ shared by news worker 

and news audience have a greater likelihood of being selected. 

Negativity: ‘bad news’ is ordinarily favoured over ‘good news’ 

(Allan 2004, 57-58) 

 

These principles or “frames” are at the heart of inclusion and exclusion of news items, and 

Gitlin (1980) argues that news frames make the world beyond direct experience look natural: 

they are principles of selection, emphasis and presentation composed of little tacit theories 

about what exists, what happens and what matters. Gitlin says frames organize the world 

both for the journalists who report on it and to some degree, for the people who rely on their 

reports. They are also tools to allow journalists to process large amount of information 

quickly (ibid. 6-7).  

 

On the issue of news sources earlier in this paper it was established that the ordinary person 

is not a popular choice. Journalists typically rely on ‘legitimate’, institutional sources to 

furnish them with a verbal or written account of their institution’s stance or position, thereby 

saving them the effort of having to undertake an investigation themselves.  

Furthermore, news workers are anxious to avoid potential criticism for basing their report on 

‘biased sources” and the certain vocabulary of “precedents” shape the way journalists speak 
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to, talk about and present the discussions. (Allan 2004) Kunelius (1998) also brings up the 

findings by those who developed ideas of public journalism: professional journalists often 

put very different questions to politicians than citizens would like to ask. Journalists are 

interested in the power struggle in politics whereas citizens are keen to hear how the 

politicians are planning to deal with various social problems. It may well be justified to ask: 

whose questions are the journalists asking?  

 

So to sum up the question rising here: Is an audience who is given the tools to participate by 

new technologies changing the above described routines and therefore shaping the news 

agenda? Are the ‘news frames’ in any way experiencing a transformation due to interactivity? 

Are the journalists persuaded to review the news frames? 

 

A: Suddenly we realised that texts gave us a sudden access…story leads. We want to exploit 

the relationship with audience more systematically. 

 

6.3 Why interactivity: bridging social distance and elitism in the BBC? 

 

Throughout the interviews it became clear that the interviewees, the journalists themselves 

where dissatisfied with the existing news routines and all of them spoke about “the need to 

engage better with audience”. Interactivity according to them offered a fresh way to 

approach stories, enrich the agenda and to overcome the problems of a distance between 

journalists and the audience. Often the distance was explained by the higher class status of 

the journalists than the majority of the audience, and therefore it was felt that audience 

participation was needed to reflect “ordinary people” and their concerns in journalism. 

Everyone acknowledged that there was a problem of journalists not knowing what was 

happening “out there”.  

 

A1: We need to hear from listeners because we journalists have a certain mindset: we are 

middle class, Guardian readers. Even if you are working class you immediately become 

middle-class when you join the BBC.  

 

A2: The problem with the BBC’s diversity is about class. Most of us are extremely well 

educated, middle class people. 
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One example about the story that the Five Live audience team picked up on and mentioned 

as an example of how the audience can shape the agenda is the story about the Farepak. In 

autumn 2006 people started sending emails to Five Live telling how they had lost their 

annual savings following the collapse of the Christmas hamper firm Farepak. Farepak 

collected money from clients on a monthly basis throughout the year and would then issue 

vouchers that could be redeemed at some of the UK’s largest retailers. It allowed people to 

spread out their end of year payments. Thousands of people lost their savings when the 

Christmas savings club went bust. The majority of the emails and texts came from areas of 

high poverty in Scotland.  

 

A:  Of course none of us who work here knew about Farebak.  42 % of the audience earn 

less than £20,000 a year, they read tabloid papers and our world is very different from theirs. 

A lot of emails came from Scotland where we are trying to reach out to the audience better 

anyway. That is why we need to interact more, to pick up and follow stories like Farepak.  

We are not interested in rants, texts, emails, and phone-ins but rather want to create deeper, 

richer journalism.  

 

Fairpak was described by the interviewees as a story that journalists would typically fail to 

find because of the different world they live in compared to the audience; in their lives there 

is no need for Christmas savings schemes, and even if they had heard about the scheme 

collapsing they may not have been able to understand the extent of the impact because it had 

no implications for their life. The point above about reaching out to new audiences came out 

throughout the interviews as well. I think that can be explained at least partly by the roles of 

the interviewees; as editors they felt they had to be concerned about the long term strategies 

and audience figures. 

 

Another explanation given for why the relationship between audience and journalists is not 

particularly close was simply the physical distance between them. Stations with an 

international audience, like the BBC World Service Radio, may find it difficult to build up 

the relationship because the audience is far away.  
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Q: So have we failed in our roles as journalist, we don’t seem to find the stories that make 

people talk? 

 

A: I think we have and the reasons are that we sit mostly in London, we have correspondents 

and reporters out there who add tremendous value but the day to day producers sit in an 

office in London a thousand miles away from a story they are fixing for the programme, so 

there’s a sort of distance.  

 

One reason explaining the distance seemed to be the nature of electronic media and its 

reliance on computers and press releases. Many said that that radio journalists had become 

like administrators; they had abandoned many traditional journalistic practises such as 

“digging out the stories”. They were comparing radio journalism to newspapers and said the 

traditional approach by newspaper journalists was more “audience friendly”. They 

welcomed the fact that interactivity had actually encouraged the journalists to go back to the 

roots of journalism; investigate and report. This was explained by the fact that ordinary 

people gave the elements for the story and it was up to a journalist to take it further. The 

journalists seemed to be saying that it was somehow easier to welcome and promote 

interactivity if it was reinforcing the existing values of professionalism. The expression “old-

fashioned journalism” could also be seen as a desire to emphasise the quality of the BBC 

journalism and highlight the potentials offered by interactivity. The underlying message may 

be that the journalists want to cherish the unique qualities of public service broadcasting and 

differentiate it from the commercial media.  

 

The interviews also hinted at the possibility of radio news journalism having lost the ability 

to approach the story in a way that would appeal to the audience. They also argued that too 

often the BBC news programmes chose to rely on the same, authoritative sources.  

 

 A1: We on the radio have moved away from what newspaper journalists do without question; 

to start with the person. We tend to start with the headline or the report and then we speak to 

the author and then at last we speak to somebody who may be affected by the story. Radio 

habits often put you into even more distance, especially items that you are setting up in the 

office.  
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A2: We are trying to reflect the questions the audience has. Rather than going to press 

officers you deal with actual people affected by stories to enrich the agenda, create new 

stories, even scoops across programmes. We do old-fashioned journalism. 

  

A3: Any news organisation, which tries to relate to the audience is doing that on purpose, to 

engage the audience. We are doing stories which we simply didn’t know about, we are 

looking for the audience to identify the concerns and then we do the digging.  

 

A4: We have a dislike of pundits because our research has shown us that our audience don’t 

particularly like pundits or politicians because they are effectively suit wearing officials. But 

what they are interested in is people who are making the news, the stories behind the news.  

If we are doing a piece about  hospital closures, some people might be tempted to go to the 

government and get a minister’s view or opposition’s view or royal college of nursing or 

some other expert, we want to hear the real stories. Here’s a woman whose husband is 

suffering from cancer, how is he going to be affected by the closure, how far do they have to 

travel to get treatment.  

 

The point above about the dislike of pundits in one of the radio stations is similar to the 

debate on deliberation being a more advanced form of interactivity in journalism. As 

Heikkilä and Kunelius (1998) state, expert knowledge in deliberative situation has no 

privileged position and all the participants are experts in the ways in which a common 

problem touches their everyday lives. In fact many interviewees were saying that the routine 

to incorporate expertise in journalistic practises was the very reason why news maybe 

seemed too distant for the audience. As Heikkilä and Kunelius say, this could be seen as an 

obstacle for deliberation; experts frame problems differently from citizens and can alienate 

themselves from the practises of everyday life. (ibid.79) The problem with experts is that 

they frame problems that they find solvable; unemployment figures appear to be short term 

jobs but if you frame the story from the perspective of everyday life the problems such as 

uncertainty about the future do not disappear.   

 

A fourth point given by the journalists to explain distance was, as they put it, the problem of 

elitism in the BBC. Again it was felt that if listeners approve the stories, it decreases elitism 

and therefore builds up listenership. 
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A: Listeners are suggesting idea, and with our team we can pick up those ideas. There’s a lot 

more people paying attention as what we do is not seen as elite journalism. 

 

By reference to the elitism they meant that journalists because of their high education and 

personal interests were often too academic in their approach. It was therefore not surprising 

that they are more likely to refer to experts rather than citizens in the first instance.  

 

A: We do a lot of complicated stories which, perhaps, we wouldn’t necessarily have to do. 

It’s a lot to do with a certain mind set. I am sure a lot of people would be more comfortable 

in an academic environment but they happen to be journalists. They have lost that instinct 

for sharemanship. 

 

A: We are very distant, academic, we have a set bunch of stories that we tend to follow. We 

have a narrow agenda and it’s kind of hard to get your head around those stories. 

  

As said before it was perhaps predictable that they also acknowledged that the ultimate target 

behind audience participation was to attract more loyal audiences. Audience participation 

represents a new source of revenue for broadcasters; the financial potential in turning 

audiences into customers is prominent motivation for encouraging audience activity. 

Moreover, audience participation has been one of the major drivers in the development of 

new and innovative formats. (Singer 2006) The BBC has taken a leading role in the 

development of strategies for public broadcasting in the digital era. The interviewees knew 

there were clear targets behind those strategies.  

 

A: In summary: if you turn on the radio and you are going to ever stay listening to that 

station, you have to hear something in the first 10-15 minutes that speaks to you, it’s about 

your life, it’s about something you are interested in and unless we do that we will lose 

listeners because there’s so much competition. 

A: We try to build listenership and to attract more audiences, bring sports audiences to our 

news, reaching audiences that don’t traditionally consume BBC news in large numbers. It is 

not about getting a story on prime time television news, that can’t be a measure of my 

success. The real objective has to be more based on mass audience.  
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To sum up: the respondents were keen to promote interactivity because it offered a way to 

get closer to the audience and to attract more loyal audiences. The problem, according to 

them, was that the BBC journalists are middle-class and highly educated. It is also worth 

asking whether the interviewees took that view because they were BBC employees and 

thought that there was certain elitist undertone linked to the corporation. I would be more 

inclined to think that they were referring to the general differences between journalists (and 

the middle or upper class they represent) and “the masses” that are less educated and maybe 

less conscious of news and current affairs. The interviewees felt that they had lost touch with 

real world and that their journalism was often too elitist or academic.  

 

The message they gave also was that the routines in radio journalism and the reliance on 

computers have resulted in the move away from the roots of journalistic practises. The 

audience contributions, ands interactivity, they felt had helped them to go back to the 

original idea of journalism; how citizens were affected by news stories. They were also 

acutely aware that modern radio has to provide a channel for audience feedback, suggestions 

and opinions; that’s the only way to compete in the media market.  

 

6.4 Keeping the distance: routines of the professional gatekeeper 

 

The social class associated with the BBC was only one of the reasons given by the 

interviewees for that distance, some were describing their particular work routines and 

approach to the stories as a barrier to why the BBC maybe failed to find the stories that the 

audience wanted. The feeling was that it was time to review the newsgathering process, and 

let audience contributions shake up the news frames and the world journalists operate in by 

offering alternative sources for story ideas. Some referred to audience research indicating 

that people want to hear different stories from what was offered to them. This leads to the 

question of whether the principles of gatekeeping in journalism are vanishing. 

 

Inspired by new media and technological developments, many researchers have studied the 

changing role of a “gatekeeper” in media. The gatekeeping process, as applied to news 

media, originates from the research by White (1950), who studied how wire service editors 

selected news items. White found that Mr. Gates, the last in the chain of media gatekeepers, 

used mainly subjective reasoning in selecting stories. Furthermore, Shoemaker and Reese 
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(1996) state that a variety of factors influence gatekeepers’ selections including personal 

interest, work routines and newsrooms norms, interpersonal communication and public 

relations specialists. Singer (2006), who studied the impact of online media gatekeepers, 

says the traditional idea of the gatekeeper no longer exists and that journalists no longer 

control what information citizens receive. According to Singer, “journalists become not 

gatekeepers but sense-makers, not agenda-setters but interpreters of what is both credible 

and valuable”.  Singer says journalists’ traditional roles and functions as well as their 

independence are being challenged (ibid. 12). 

 

The people I interviewed were aware that they had to adjust to their changing role of 

gatekeepers. For most, the new definition of this role seemed to mean “more listening” to 

engage the listeners. And this listening had proved fruitful as it means that the news agenda, 

at least to a certain extent, was being shaped by audience contributions.  

 

Q: How would you say the audience participation is shaping the agenda? 

 

A1: It is shaping the agenda in many ways. One morning WHYS (phone-in programme) had 

a regular listener joining our morning editorial meeting by phone. After hearing our ideas, 

he pointed out that we hadn’t spotted a story that was all over the blogs and chat rooms. 

There had been an incident at the UCLA campus in the US where a student was shocked 

with a stun gun at a campus library after he refused to show his ID claiming he was singled 

out because of his Arabic appearance. The incident was recorded on another student’s 

camera phone, it was on You Tube and it was a gripping film to watch. We did the whole 

programme about it. Entirely thanks to his suggestion. 

 

A2: To give an example of how the audience sets the agenda is to pick up a day when Chris 

Benoit, a wrestling star killed his wife and child and then took his own life in Georgia. That 

was a massive story for the audience but it was completely below radar for us. We didn’t 

pick up the story until we started getting texts asking why we are not doing the story. And 

then we got our act together and the moment we started broadcasting there was a massive 

interest, you simply had to cover that.  And that’s the power of audiences driving the agenda 

of journalists. 
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Another example was a piece of journalism we did initially out of New York. We uncovered a 

relatively new phenomenon of diabulimia which is an interaction between Type 1 diabetes 

and bulimia and anorexia. People, often young, are diagnosed with diabetes, they take 

insulin to stay alive but as a by product they put on weight. They want to lose weight, so they 

stop taking insulin or take less insulin but by doing that they not only lose weight but  

permanently damage their body leading to full range of diabetic complications such as heart 

attacks, kidney failures, nerve damage, possible amputations and blindness. We didn’t know 

about that story, our audience told us about it. Suddenly we had a huge audience reaction in 

this country. People were telling their experiences. It is all about hidden news that the BBC 

machine is not clocked into because we are focussed on a different world.  

 

At the same time as the interviewees were highlighting the benefits of interactivity, they 

were aware of the criticism by those who thought interactivity had little value and didn’t add 

much. For the interviewees the value seemed to mean that journalists were finding stories 

they were unable to identify without audience participation. On the other hand, some felt that 

interactivity for the sake of it doesn’t add value and careful consideration was needed to 

argue how interactivity was used in news programmes.  The added value could mean for 

example a human dimension, a personal experience to the news story. 

 

A1: People come to us to hear something other than just mindless opinions that takes their 

knowledge of the world nowhere, informed perspectives. They want something that adds 

something to the new story. If we understand that and they trust us, then you can get to 

enrich because the people who interact with us, who are living the stories can add their 

perspectives and experience in a way that a cold professional reporter on a scene can 

describe but isn’t necessarily living in a same way that people who are affected are, you get 

more depth and more richness to the stories that you are telling.  

 

WHYS have really pushed forward our understanding of what interactivity is and we have 

had people we would never hear from in any other circumstances. Examples like when they 

did discussion on violence and had a guest on the programme, who had been in prison for 

murdering somebody with an axe, debating with a mother whose son had committed suicide 

because he thought he was going to kill somebody. Now, how on a normal day when you are 

setting your programme would you find those people? You could spend weeks and never find 
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them but when you have a programme that’s interacting they come to you and they bring 

that kind of personal insight that you would be really hard pushed to get.  

Q: But what new is there really with what you do; ordinary people, social issues 

traditionally under scrutiny by journalists?  

A: The difference is our ability to analyse themes, issues that people want to talk about, we 

are able to cover things in much more depth and use our resources where they want us to 

use them. For example a police pay story was massive for our audience. (According to a 

report released in January 2008 by a UK based think tank, police pay should be based on 

skills and performance not length of service. The proposals came as 15, 000 officers were 

preparing to stage a march over pay outside the Parliament) Thousands of police officers are 

listening, and on the other hand thousands of our listeners hate the police. We were able to 

put more resources to our coverage and we had access to a world that we wouldn’t normally 

get.  

 

Recent controversial comments by the Archbishop of Canterbury ( The Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Dr Rowan Williams, said in February 2008 that adoption of certain aspects of 

Sharia law in the UK “seems unavoidable”. He told the BBC’s Radio 4's World at One 

programme that the UK has to "face up to the fact" that some of its citizens do not relate to 

the British legal system) touched the main thrust of what people want to talk about: our 

cultural mix. And we are able to use the information we get from our audience. That’s to say 

look it’s worth of spending a little bit of money on this.  

 

BBC editors are all keen to point out that however much you interact with the audience; the 

editorial judgments are made by journalists. The programmes have learnt to listen and some 

programmes may even “test the waters” and let the audience have a say about upcoming 

coverage but most news programmes still prefer to keep the editorial judgements with 

themselves. Listeners’ contributions are important, but not the guiding influence on news.  

 

Nyre’s definition of minimum journalism and the aim to give more power to listeners means 

“cultivating good forms of public speaking between ordinary citizens”. Most programme 

makers were more interested, understandably, in creating good radio and the concept of 

interactivity was quite blurred. Often in their answers they referred to “listening” to their 
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audience which of course traditionally should be a journalists’ job anyway. The new function 

was the audience initiating the stories, and responding and reacting to them. The main 

achievement seemed to be that journalists were not ignoring the audience anymore, and that 

was often described as “more democratic”. Radio news journalists traditionally were not so 

interested in peoples’ own experiences but interacting with the audience has slightly shifted 

their attitudes. But the final decisions are kept with the editors, and it is clear that contrary to 

what some studies on online media suggest, gatekeeping remains a viable role of journalists 

despite increased interactivity. Many also point out that interactivity is self-selecting, but that 

there are editorial imperatives and absolutes that may go beyond interactivity. There are 

stories that have to be told regardless of citizens’ views. This is partly, they feel, to do with 

public service duty, to which I return later. 

 

A1: We don’t give editorial control to the audience but we pay attention to things the 

audience is interested in, as we don’t know about all stories. But take a big story like 

American primaries: there is a huge coverage across the world media and on Five Live. We 

spend money on explaining this complicated story to our audience but it gets very little 

positive reaction from the audience.  They ask why you talk about this. That’s an example of 

when you have to take editorial responsibility. Obama/Clinton and McCain stories are 

important, something dramatic and poignant in this race. It’s drama and it’s a human story.  

If Obama were to become a President, it would have been a shame if we didn’t present him 

on Five Live early on. Audience may ask “why are you telling me this” but we have to take 

judgement that goes beyond that.  

 

One reason as to why the journalists I interviewed were not prepared to give up their 

gatekeeping roles was the need to secure the purpose for journalism. Singer (2006) points 

out that it is the notion of trust that resolves the question of why it even matters who is 

defined as a journalist. In the past the primary concern for journalists has been to make 

information available, but in the current environment information is in an overwhelmingly 

abundant supply. Singer says that the journalism traditionally has provided a means of 

identifying what is socially relevant and important and that need has become even more 

urgent; otherwise the notion of a coherent “public” falls apart as each individual seeks out 

whatever seems most personally appealing at the moment (ibid. 14-15). In other words a 

journalist’s role is to act as a trustworthy source of information that serves public interest.  
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A: We have the editorial control and that’s how it should be. People expect you as a 

professional journalist to exercise your professional judgement, that you are the 

professional mediator. They may disagree with the guest we put on or things we have 

covered or not covered and that’s the debate that we will have with ourselves as well as the 

audience. At the end of the day they expect us to tease out the relevant fact, and to give the 

background to help them to understand that story or event. Without that we’ve got no 

purpose. 

 

The example of the US elections story shows how the journalists’ gatekeeping function is 

still very relevant, and although ordinary people are now invited to respond, often the level 

of interactivity is limited to the access provided for them by technology. The US elections 

story falls into the criteria of news values defined by Allan; continuity, reference to elite 

nations, and reference to elite persons. The audience won’t have a say on whether the story is 

in the coverage but they can have say on how it is covered. Gatekeepers keep an open mind 

for the audience when they look for new angles, views and voices in stories. But the majority 

of the interviewees felt that although for example feedback was important and it should be 

observed closely, audience contributions should be primarily complementary. They seemed 

to take the view that citizens can serve as an advisory capacity for journalists who listen to 

citizens’ suggestions but ultimately decide upon the news media agenda on their own. 

 

A1: I think the only way we kind of put the stories under test for the audience is to run the 

story and then see if there was a lot of response and whether a follow up is needed. 

Programmes look out the amount of traffic (audience response) regarding stories. 

 

The journalists also pointed out that they have a particular duty as gatekeepers to make sure 

that audience didn’t breach the conduct of good journalism. It is their job to ensure that 

libellous comments are not broadcast and that guidelines are followed.  

 

A2: There are always going to be controversial issues and you can’t hand it over to people 

completely. I don’t’ think it’s such a problem that we are the gatekeepers, you turn away 

people who are potentially libellous, abusive, rambling, boring but you don’t turn away 

people who say something you don’t like.  You don’t’ turn them away if you don’t like their 
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politics. You are looking for something fresh and new that moves the topics along 

journalistically.  

 

On the other hand there were differences in the approach to the public’s role between radio 

stations. Because of competition some felt that the audience maybe should a have bigger role 

in deciding what should be the news agenda. 

 

A: We live in a competitive world. Audience comes first and that means that if we are 

running a story which gets no response, it’s a dull story. If we run a story that’s boring, 

people will switch off and go somewhere else. I am not going to let go of a listener if I can 

help it. If my listeners are saying that I don’t want to know about this, it’s not relevant to my 

life, I drop it. I am on the extreme wing of audience interaction of the BBC. 

 

Based on a study with one phone-in programme, Nyre (2007) concluded that the programme 

seems quite authoritative and “despite a sincere attempt at public participation it remains true 

to the power structure of traditional maximum journalism”, made for the benefit of the 

listeners, and not for the benefit of the participants in the on-air discussion. That seems to be 

a message the interviewees were giving as well; many were talking about “a gripping radio” 

they wanted to produce and felt that interactivity may bring more creativity into the coverage.  

The added value of interactivity was defined as bringing more interesting items to the output. 

But the level of interactivity that the interviewees were promoting didn’t reach Ward’s three-

way model; the interviewees wanted to have the final say and the priority was not to give the 

users/audience opportunities to communicate and exchange view with each other. Control 

remained with the gatekeepers/journalists, who are now in more regular discussions with 

users. In many ways the opportunities brought by new technologies and interactivity were 

used to improve the traditional journalism but no more than that. There seems to be a core 

function of journalism which the journalists are keen to protect. The blurring of boundaries 

between the traditional and the new was not welcomed by the interviewees.  

 

6.5 Empowering the audience 

 

As shown earlier in this paper many defenders of audience participation tend to say that 

participating is about empowerment. Or is it only an illusion of empowerment as it is, after 
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all the journalists who choose who they want to include in the programmes, which texts are 

interesting enough to be read on air or otherwise picked up? Another point is that however 

much interaction the media organisations have with the audience, those involved will 

probably never give a full picture of listeners and their views: it’s always going to be a 

minority of active listeners who want to participate. The illiterate farmer in India still doesn’t 

have a voice. As Kunelius and Heikkila (1998) observed, the facts that restrict participation 

often are related to education and certain social competencies; the journalists’ role becomes 

again very important when trying to reach those people. Many studies have also shown that 

audience participation is dictated by the demands of production; often participants have to 

master certain performance criteria in order to be selected by producers.  

 

Q: Could you not argue that phone-in programmes for example are still a very limited 

representation of society as only the active ones get in touch?  

 

A1: That’s true and that’s why it is not a substitute for traditional journalism, part of 

journalism is to find those people and talk to them. Phone-in programmes tend to have 

people who are articulate. 

 

A2: We can rank the volume of traffic and that gives us a snapshot into which stories engage 

the audience more than the others. That’s interesting but dangerous stuff. The ones who get 

in touch are a self-selecting bunch, still a small minority. They are a bigger group than what 

you can engage in phone-ins of course but still it’s only a tiny proportion of the complete 

listenership. Our weekly reach is 6 million people and most of those never get in touch.  

 

A3: It’s probably not a complete representation of our audience but we do get a better 

picture than before. People like the fact that they can hide behind text messages, they find it 

easier to contact us than before when it was only phone-ins. But unless you start going from 

door to door you can’t really make it more representative than it is now.  

 

The aim of interactivity, the interviewees said, was not to give a balanced representation of 

the society; that was almost impossible as it is often the “active” ones who get in touch and 

try to influence journalists. On the other hand it was felt that the picture they were getting 

now of the audience and their views is far better than before as people were keener to 
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participate. In the past people hesitated to call a programme because it could mean going live 

on air, but sending an SMS message for example was easier and more anonymous.  

  

6.6 Problems and threats 

 

One of the arguments by those with reservations about interactivity is that not only do the 

journalists gradually hand over editorial control to the audience but that they will eventually 

lose their jobs. The annual report on American journalism by PEW ( Project for Excellence 

in Journalism), state of the news media in 2008, carried out a survey with journalists 

comparing the results to the ones from four years ago. The survey showed that journalists 

had become more pessimistic about the future of their profession but their concerns were 

taking a distinctly new turn. Rather than worrying as much about quality, they were focused 

on economic survival. The basic challenge for newsmakers seems to be to reinvent their 

profession and their business model while at the same time they are cutting back on their 

reporting and resources. The fundamental trends transforming how people acquire news 

continue and more effort keeps shifting toward processing information and away from 

original reporting. Fewer people are being asked to do more, and the era of reporters 

operating in multimedia had finally arrived. (PEW report 2008) 

 

 The survey also identified a division in the newsroom in the attitudes towards audience 

participation although generally news organisations felt the growing connection with 

audiences was a good thing. According to the report, executives saw greater potential in 

user-generated content, and the report indicated that some of this may have to do with job 

security. The survey’s findings show that those in the newsroom were more likely to report 

staff cuts compared with three years ago. And looking ahead, they have a greater sense of 

those cuts heading their way; only about 30% of staff reporters and senior editors say it is 

not at all likely that they will lose their jobs in the next three years, compared to more than 

half of corporate executives. The report concluded that the gap between those who work in 

the newsrooms and those who lead them could represent an impediment to an industry that 

clearly must innovate and experiment to resolve its problems. (PEW report 2008) 
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The interviewees, who were not newsroom workers but programme-makers, although aware 

of the financial constraints, were predominantly more positive. The concerns over job 

security as highlighted in the Pew report was not very clearly reflected in the answers.  

Most of them concluded that their experience with user generated content had showed that 

journalists had a very important role to play in the process of making that content become 

part of the news coverage. Their argument was that people who become participants didn’t 

necessarily know how journalistically they should approach a story; they may have a story 

idea but wouldn’t know what the top line of the story is. And often it was felt that interacting 

more with the audience only increased the workload of journalists. Their view was that there 

was room and a need for citizen journalism and audience participation, but that they would 

never replace traditional journalism. Furthermore, it was journalists who had to make sure 

that user generated content was genuine; using audience contributions involved a lot of fact-

checking, the interviewees argued.  

 

Q: Journalists seem to be very worried that with interactivity their job is done. 

 

A1: Our job is still very important and it’s a myth that this means an end to our work. 

Anybody who’s worked with promoting interactivity knows that it’s more work not less 

because you can’t rely so much on old habits. There’s a sort of standard response to a story 

but when you start interacting with the audience and people outside your traditional role, 

then you have to start making sure that you know that the person who you are talking to is 

genuine, that the information is genuine and you have to be very rigorous with you fact-

checking and that you get something interesting to the story. So it stretches people more. 

Also when you talk to ordinary people, potentially citizen journalists, you will notice that the 

most important points they make are often buried in the final sentences of conversation. You 

are here to tease that out. That’s the editing process. 

 

A2: Lots of the things we learnt from the audience needed vigorous checking. It’s nothing 

new but needed a lot of investigation and checking. There is lack of journalism in the BBC 

and this has fundamentally changed the way we treat stories and planning. It has brought a 

rebirth of audio. A lot of stuff need lots of producing and in a way that  should be the case. 

There’s a misconception that we will lose our jobs and the audience will do it.  
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The citizen journalism project, “Your Story” by the BBC World Service has showed to those 

involved with it that making a thought out piece of radio takes a lot of commitment, and is 

labour intensive. In most areas of interactivity and participation programmes ask for 

opinions or interviews but trying to get would-be citizen journalists to work on a story is 

more complicated, and certainly not quick and easy. The realities of citizen journalism can 

be very different from the ideas described by Gilmour and other new media advocates. The 

experience with “Your Story” has shown that those willing to be citizen reporters are 

initially very excited but gradually lose interest and often they have to be pestered to finish 

their radio reports. Sending an SMS message takes a minute but to commit to more time 

consuming projects can be problematic.  

 

Concerns over the quality of journalism being under threat came up many times. The 

interviewees emphasised how important it was to treat interactive elements with same level 

of professionalism as any other material. They thought that criticism against interactivity 

was understandable as there were so many meaningless rants being read out. The substance 

that was expected from journalism had to be expected from audience contributions as well. 

One debate that has been taking place in programmes is to do with balance and objectivity. 

Some suggestions have encouraged programmes to make sure that there is a balance in the 

selections of emails and SMS messages, especially with controversial issues. Balanced views 

with interactivity are equally important as the aim for unbiased journalism, many argue. 

 

 

Q: Many are worried that the quality of journalism is under threat? 

 

A1: We are sometimes criticised for not applying same intelligence and journalistic standard 

to our pursuit of interactivity as we do to more traditional journalism. You put some random 

person on air to voice an opinion. A lot of listeners will want to know that there is a logic to 

why certain voices are chosen on air. When you bring a focussed type of interactivity on to 

traditional news programmes, you can’t lose of sight of your journalism. That’s difficult. 

 

 

A2: Maybe we are now seeing a backlash and a lot of people working in  the media feel that 

is has gone too far. They want to preserve areas of traditional journalism not affected by 
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interactivity. At worst interactivity is a bunch of people screaming at each other on the basis 

of uninformed prejudices. At best it is adding something to what we already do, bringing 

different perspectives, making our journalism more relevant and helping to improve it. 

 

A3: It is important that programmes realise that when we do stories they are solid, it’s 

factual and it’s important journalism. We’ve done some very complicated stories recently 

such as the Bounce-backs story: Illegal immigrants are flown out of the UK to their home 

country, Mozambique. They get to Mozambique and they are rejected by immigration there 

and they are flown back again. We couldn’t get any details ...we tried through Freedom of 

Information quests and in the end all we could say with firm clarity was that there were 

more than 100 cases. We know it’s more but we can’t get the figures out of the government. 

We had the Home Office minister on, we had the opposition on the programme as well as 

really good audio with people being bounced back, and I know that it’s a story that I will 

watch grow. That will add to the whole debate on how the Home Office deals with 

immigration. It wasn’t particularly easy to sell to programmes just looked at it and said:  all 

you talk about is a figure of a 100. But we are trying to spot a trend early and that is 

something that everybody in the media tries to do. 

 

The comment “it wasn’t particularly easy to sell it” illustrates the problems that often stand 

in the way of efforts to use interactivity more efficiently; there is resistance and suspicion 

among journalists and programmes towards the ideas from audience and in this case 

audience team as well. It was much harder to “sell” stories initiated by listeners to the news 

programmes.  

 

6.7 Redefining the Public Service Duty 

 

The possibilities for audience participation offered by new technology serve a function in 

redefining public service broadcasting (PSB). Enli (2008) argues that participation is not 

exclusively a PSB value, but that feedback opportunities might legitimise public service 

broadcasting. The classic ideas of public service broadcasting information, education and 

entertainment have been renewed in the digital age, and as a result the new ideals are 

participation, education and entertainment. Education is often regarded as one of the most 

neglected tasks for public broadcasters. The even bigger challenge might be to combine 
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popular entertainment with traditional public service values (ibid.). Public broadcasters like 

the BBC seem to have found a powerful rhetorical tool in the classic ideals of serving the 

publics as engaged citizens. In the policy document “Building Public Value” (2004) the 

BBC outlined five main purposes of its services: 

- Supporting informed citizenship 

- Enriching UK culture and creativity 

-Extending learning opportunities 

-Connecting communities. 

-Supporting the UK’s role in the world. 

 (BBC Policy Document “Building Public Value”, 2004) 

 

As mentioned earlier, public broadcasters are forced to do some self-studying as their 

existence is being brought under question. Although the everyday routines of journalists 

don’t involve analyzing the changing role of public service broadcasting, it can be asked 

whether the pressures and challenges that the public service broadcasting are facing are 

reflected in efforts by news journalists to find “fresher” news angles and give the public a 

bigger say.  When specifically asked about public service duty many were wary and found it 

difficult to define it. Everyone, after consideration, thought that it was to inform and explain 

and to reflect but they were more hesitant to include education in the list. Nobody was 

talking about entertainment but “gripping radio” was mentioned many times. It was also 

clear that part of the public service duty was to make those editorial decisions that the 

audience would not agree with, but would still be important to include in the coverage.  

A1:  We know we have to do the Kosovo elections story because we are the BBC that’s fine if 

it’s explained properly. 

 

A2: I find it difficult to define the public service duty. It is part of our remit to explain and 

shed light on political affairs. Politics with the small pieces is everywhere; in gas bills, 

rubbish collection, a single mum with two children. Every single thing has a political 

dimension. Educate is not a great word but I am not sure I want us to educate but inform 
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and prompt them to ask us more questions. I like it when we read emails with further 

questions.  And we try to find explanations. 

 

A3: You do think about your remit. It’s got to be to serve the audience, to reflect their 

thinking. The duty is to educate but not patronize. 

A4: We do complicated stories like when Northern Rock was nationalised but we have to ask 

what it really means. People emailed and asked that but we never explained that. My role is 

supporting and partly educational. Public service remit: not to sneer, not to patronise. 

Nothing irritates people like we journalist talking about poverty.  

A5: Boring news doesn’t work! It doesn’t mean that you can’t do public service news but 

you need to make sure you make it relevant and interesting to people’s lives. If you can say 

“hang on a minute: you may think that this is a bit boring but it does affect you and here’s 

how” they will listen. If you start preaching, they won’t listen to you. It’s the audience that 

drives the agenda, we act as filters because we know about some stuff that they don’t know 

but they can say we are not interested. 

On the other hand, some felt that interactivity offered a way to activate people, and yet this 

don’t necessarily mean voting in general elections (as also McNair and Hibberd observed).  

A: First of all I don’t think people are passive.  What we are witnessing in the media is a 

new form of politics. We are not trying to educate, it’s patronising. I resent the idea that we 

are trying to turn people into political animals. It’s undermining and patronising. If they 

don’t vote it doesn’t mean they are passive, there’s a reason they don’t vote.  

The view taken by the interviewees was that interactivity could encourage people to get 

interested in helping to make changes but they were not keen to promote any particular 

activism. As Haas observed, news organisations appear to be more concerned with 

improving their relationship with citizens as audiences than with ensuring that citizens, as 

members of larger publics, become more involved with politics. While Haas (2007) applauds 

citizen-based initiatives, such as politically-oriented weblogs, he believes that media 

organizations should still take the responsibility for trying to generate a more politically-

involved public. He argues that under conditions of widespread inequality, news 

organisations should help ensure that the concerns of the most marginalised social groups are 
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heard to the same extent as those of dominant social groups. The interviewees, no doubt, 

agree with that but argue that there can’t be any particular aims other than covering 

interesting news with the help of the audience in news journalism. The main purpose is to 

reflect audiences’ views and maintain diversity.  

 

A1: I don’t think it’s our role to promote activism but rather to encourage debate. 

 

A2: I don’t think encouraging civil action, for example, is part of our function. We want to 

inform and educate but not because we want them to go out and become good citizens or 

vote. The minute you try to pin down an end-purpose to what you do, you begin to skew 

journalism. It’s really about trying to explain the world in the best way we can from a 

variety of angles. News is made up of things that are surprising and exciting, whether we 

morally approve stories or not.  

 

Public service broadcasting as defined by the interviewees was mainly to inform citizens 

about important stories and about how they may be affected by them. None of them agreed 

with calls by those like Haas for encouraging citizens to join not only civic organisations but 

also political parties. But there was a hope that interactivity was creating a new channel for 

people who care about politics or want to get involved but not in a traditional way like 

through joining a party. 

A: The country has changed and that’s what I mean by new politics; the fact that they email 

me first instead of an MP or a hospital. They go straight to the media.  

The example of this new kind of activism is Rick Costello’s campaign covered by Five Live. 

Costello’s story is cited by the Five Live team as another example of how a focus on user-

generated stories and opinion is improving the station’s news content. In October 2006, an 

angry email from a listener, Rick Costello landed in the inbox of BBC Radio Five Live. The 

email told how he had been diagnosed with inoperable, terminal cancer and of his fury that 

the government was refusing to pay for his winter fuel allowance while he was undergoing 

treatment. His one man campaign was calling for that allowance to be extended to the 

terminally ill as well. The station’s Breakfast programme picked up on the email and 

forwarded it to the audience team. They got in touch with Rick Costello and he appeared on 

the Breakfast programme in January 2007. Within days, he had met the Department of Work 
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and Pensions minister Anne McGuire and the then Liberal Democrat leader Menzies 

Campbell, who had recovered from the same type of cancer, non-Hodgkinson’s Lymphoma. 

The Breakfast programme kept following Costello’s story – his real name was changed to 

protect his identity – for the length of his campaign. He died in June 2007.   

On Wednesday 17 January 2007 the station took up the story in the Breakfast programme.  

Good morning - the main story on the programme today.... A Five Live listener with cancer 

meets with the government and asks them to extend the winter fuel allowance to people who 

are terminally ill. The Tories and Lib Dems have pledged their support for Rick Costello's 

campaign - we'll speak to him and to the government minister he met.  

A1: He’s taken on a one-man campaign to change the situation of others, which is always 

inspiring, especially when it is someone so honest about their own situation. (Pressgazette) 

A2: It’s easy for a politician to pay attention to a letter or complaint they hear, but if you 

bring the complainant to them, literally, it has much more impact. 

The coverage of Costello’s campaign can be related to the principles of public journalism 

and its problem-solving model. Calls for journalists’ intervention, as Haas explains, should 

first of all mean that journalists should consider whether given problem could be adequately 

address by citizens themselves or whether those problems require more deep-seated, 

systematic intervention by government officials. Whichever is needed, it is a journalists’ role 

to formulate possible solutions (Haas 2007). In Costello’s case it was to help him to present 

his case to the government and opposition. Although the interviewees didn’t want to stress 

their efforts to activate citizens, the examples they chose often indicated that they wanted to 

help citizens to act over particular social problems. A similar kind of intervention can be 

identified in the coverage of free mail to Iraq story by Five Live. 

The initial audience contact for Five Live’s Iraq free post story came from a listener, who 

was getting in touch via email to complain of the cost of sending parcels to her son who was 

serving in Iraq. A producer in the audience team took up the story.  

 

A: While following up on this call, we were told that one mother had actually started a 

petition about the cost, which was growing very quickly. Shortly after I started to investigate 
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the cost of sending post, I began receiving emails from more than sixty families, who had 

already signed the petition and wanted to tell the BBC their individual stories. Some of these 

families were spending more than a hundred pounds a month on postage costs.   

 

The story was picked up across the BBC news programmes with audios of families telling 

what they were sending to Iraq and how much they were spending. The Armed Forces 

Minister and opposition politicians were interviewed, and six months later Five Live 

returned to the story as it was reported that the campaign had at least partially succeeded. 

Royal Mail promised to provide free mail for soldiers until the end of the year 2007.  

 

An audience contact that led to the investigation by Five Live into the prevalence of dog 

fighting in UK came from a call from a listener. The listener contacted the audience editor as 

a result. A producer of the audience team followed the story:  

 

A: He left a message to tell us that dog fighting was rife in the West Midlands, especially in 

his local park. I followed this call up and although the listener didn’t want to be involved, I 

was notified of a number of places where the alleged fighting took place. I was also informed 

that they were being illegally sold on a number of websites. Following a subsequent call to 

the RSPCA (the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals), in which we were 

told that the problem was growing, we started to investigate. 

 

The investigation into the illegal breeding and selling of dangerous dogs uncovered the scale 

of the importing of pit bull terriers from outside the UK. Five Live was offered a number of 

banned dogs to buy and breed by ten different sellers from across the country – (Pit bull 

terriers, along with three other breeds, were banned by the Conservative government in 

1991). In a series of recorded conversations the sellers boast about the violent nature of the 

animals and claim they bring them into the country through a number of different routes, 

including hiding them in the back of horseboxes. One owner also offered advice on training 

and staging dogfights and boasted that his dog had fought seven animals and killed two and 

he’d made £10,000 from betting on the fight. The programmes run audios from these 

conversations and also show the political reaction to the problem.  
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The significance of the story about dangerous dogs, according to those who were involved 

with the coverage, was that it highlighted a problem that was widespread yet hidden. Again 

it was the audience’s experiences that led the audience team to investigate and create the 

story that was of interest throughout the domestic news programmes. After the problem had 

been identified, the story was reported as any other news story illustrating it with examples 

and talking to authorities to find out what was being done and what could be done to fix the 

problem. By bringing up these examples the programme makers seem to want to highlight 

how representative democracy may find new channels with the help of interaction between 

the media and the audience; citizens were not only used as passive viewers or as examples of 

how they are affected by the problem, but rather they were portrayed as active citizens trying 

to influence decision-makers. 

 

6.8 Transparency and legitimacy 

 

The Internet which has made interactivity between journalists and audience possible, 

changes the notion of responsibility to the audience, as Singer (2006) observes, in two 

potentially opposite ways. On the one hand, anyone can publish anything on the Internet, but 

on the other hand, the two-way nature of the Internet encourages those reading online 

content to respond to it, making information production an iterative and readily accessible 

process in democratic societies. Journalists try to distinguish themselves from other 

information sources by emphasizing balance and fairness. Also commitments to 

accountability have become more visible. Singer brings up examples: following revelations 

in 2003 about reporters fabricating stories, top editors at major US newspapers including 

USA Today and The New York Times resigned; the Times also hired its first public editor or 

ombudsman and with the task of publicly evaluating, criticizing and otherwise commenting 

on the paper’s integrity. (ibid. 7) 

 

The general view enforced by many studies is that the public doesn’t trust the providers of 

the news; many believe media organisations are politically biased or undemocratic. Such 

scepticism is perhaps a good thing, but it is also a call for journalists to be more open about 

what they do and humble enough to admit when they’ve done wrong. The need for 

transparency has been to some extent part of journalism since the newspapers have carried 

letters to the editor. They give a voice to the public’s complaints and comments and in 
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addition corrections of mistakes are published by newspapers to assure the public that the 

press is willing to admit their mistakes.  

 

Among the values that journalists typically mention are balance, credibility and openness. 

The BBC editorial guidelines have stressed impartiality and accuracy, but the key editorial 

values were re-examined in the Neil Report arising from the Hutton Inquiry. (The Hutton 

inquiry was an investigation into circumstances surrounding the death of Dr David Kelly, an 

employee of Ministry of Defence. He was found dead after he had been named as the source 

of quotes used by the BBC journalist, Andrew Gilligan. The quotes had formed the basis of 

media reports claiming that Labour government had knowingly �sexed up�a report into Iraq 

and weapons of mass destruction. The inquiry cleared the government of wrongdoing, while 

the BBC was strongly criticised, leading to the resignation of the BBC’s chairman and 

director-general). Neil report sets out and emphasises the core values of BBC journalism. 

They are: 

- Truth and accuracy – BBC journalism must be rooted in the highest accuracy, well sourced 

and based on sound evidence. 

-Serving the public interest – prioritising stories of significance to audiences and being 

robust but fair when questioning public figures. 

-Impartiality and diversity of opinion – reporting facts in their context rather than opinion, 

and testing the evidence with a wide range of views.  

-Independence- striving to be an independent monitor of powerful individuals and bodies, 

making judgements on an editorial rather than commercial basis. 

-Accountability – the BBC must keep audiences’ trust by being open about mistakes, 

apologising and learning from them. (Neil Report BBC Online) 

 

The interviewees all agreed with a general view that there was mistrust in the press, and 

interactivity was one of the ways to restore an audience’s trust in journalists as part of the 

public service remit. They also stressed that with interactivity journalists were constantly 

reminded of the core values of the BBC, and they were held accountable for their decisions.  

They felt that just listening more to the audience was more democratic than before although 

this was mentioned rather casually such as makes it feel more democratic. 
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A1:  There’s a lot more paying attention as what we do is not seen as elite journalism. It’s 

journalism, a two–way street. It changes the dynamic of the programme and makes it feel 

more democratic.  

 

A2: You never know when the story gets interesting. I always answer to texts and emails and 

my mobile number is on the webpage. It’s increasing democracy.  

 

Many said that there was a particular mistrust of the BBC because the BBC journalists were 

seen as very left, very soft especially on controversial issues. One of those issues is 

immigration and the interviewees admitted that right-wing views of immigration may not 

always get the coverage that would reflect the widespread views of the nation. Since 

listeners have more opportunities to bring up those views, the journalists have to take them 

more into account. The interviewees also hinted at the possibility that their own (political) 

views were sometimes, if not stopping, but at least restricting from getting a comprehensive 

picture of society. Again interactivity, they said, could maybe help to fix that bias.  

 

Q: Is participation of audience a way to restore a bit of that trust and even increase 

democracy?  

 

A1: The accountability and trust become important. There can be a perception that the 

media are sitting in London and decide what we want to talk about. They think we’re very 

left, very soft. The more I can push right wing views on immigration, which is what our 

audience have generally, towards programmes and make sure that they don’t just put out the 

left wing views but also give airtime to the BNP (the British National Party) the better. How 

can you do a discussion on immigration without right-wing views? The more you know your 

audience the more you can push that forward. 

 

A2: Taking the programme out into the field has shown to me that people are really curious 

about the process of journalism and that’s why it’s interesting to do open shows. It is part of 

our PR effort and obviously there is a lot of mistrust and that’s one way to restore that trust.  

 

Although all the interviewees were enthusiastic about interactivity and felt that it was 

improving accountability, it is not clear to what extent news organisations are willing to let 
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citizens participate. The programmes regularly request citizens’ feedback, but whether   such 

feedback is publicly responded to or just serves to inform journalists’ work behind closed 

doors, needs further investigation. Furthermore, following public journalism’s ideals you 

could ask whether journalism with the help of interactivity sought to reduce differences 

among dominant and subordinate social groups, or perhaps just stabilise them.  

 

 6.9 Future 

 

A: I am in the camp that thinks radio is not dying but it is increasingly audio by variety of 

different means, you reach people with different habits.  

 

Radio like any other part of the media is undergoing a revolution as the audience is 

fragmenting across new listening platforms; in addition to the AM and FM dials, there is 

satellite, HD, MP3s, podcasting and increasingly mobile phones. The audiences for new 

audio continue to grow but it is too early to predict how all that will the shape the future of 

radio; it could be that mobile phones or the Internet become dominant.  

 

 I am writing this at a time when interactivity is being embraced by news organisations at 

least officially, and it was perhaps not surprising that all the interviewees were encouraged 

by their experiences of interactivity. 

 

 In the future they wanted to see more advanced or developed practises to include audience 

contributions in the programmes. Many felt that there was a valuable purpose for 

interactivity projects but now it was time to try to pull it into the mainstream media and 

make it more sophisticated. By this they meant that interactive shouldn’t be a separate entity 

in programmes but rather run through coverage. And the interviewees were calling for a 

more sophisticated approach than just reading out texts and emails. The appointment of 

audience editors and audience teams may be a significant development moving in that 

direction. 

 

A1: I think the way forward is more fluid and balanced between traditional and interactive 

pioneers. Like the best of Five Live that is moving towards a more fluid menu of all sorts of 

different things. I want to move away from radio that offers monolithic traditional and 
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separate bursts of interactivity. It works best when there’s a slightly confusing mixture of 

both. The best of WHYS has been about that; when politicians have been challenged by 

listeners. 

 

A2: My concern is that interaction is getting slightly out of hand.  You hear all the time: 

Please text us, please call us. On the other hand more and more programmes now have their 

own interactive editors and everybody’s embraced interactivity and there’s an appetite for it. 

 

There were those who concluded that mistakes had been made when bringing interactive 

elements to the programmes. I think that the explanation for that is a lack of communication, 

experience and management within the media organisations. In the early days of interactivity 

the journalists were told to start communicating with the audience more, but many didn’t 

understand what, in practical terms that would mean. Often the solution was to read out 

emails in isolated slots instead of including interactivity in the stories that were covered or in  

programme planning. My own experience was that there was very little guidance on how 

best to make use of interactivity, it was learning by trial and error.  

 

While calling for more measured journalism with interactivity, the interviewees were also 

acknowledging that there were financial pressures that may get in the way of these aims. The 

pressure points generally vary by news sector. With commercial media, the problems lie 

with the need to find new advertising revenues, and public service broadcasters feel 

financially squeezed as multimedia services need more investments. Some felt that calls for 

performance-related work were unrealistic, if the expectations for high standards were to be 

met with interactivity. They argued that productivity could not be measured by airtime, as 

producing good radio initiated by audience was time consuming and expensive. Many also 

wondered whether there was room for specially financed interactivity projects and 

productions in the future.  

 

A1: To continue this sort of work on interactivity requires commitment and resources from 

the management and to a certain extent our work has to be performance-related. You do feel 

the pressure and in the future, it seems, we’ll have a tighter budget. 
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A2:  It’s difficult to see what the future looks like. The work of an audience team for example 

may make an impact but programmes generally are more measurable, in terms of airtime 

and how productive they are. There have been successes and stories with lesser effect. 

Maybe in the future the audience team needs to serve the station more on a daily basis 

providing contacts on the stories covered that day. In other words they give a response to 

stories that we would do anyway.   

 

A3: To continue this sort of work on interactivity requires commitment and resources from 

the management and to a certain extent our work has to be performance-related. You do feel 

the pressure and in the future, it seems, we’ll have a tighter budget. 

 

A4: We have to get cleverer. If you have less resource, you have to get more creative and 

that’s not a bad thing. Budgets are tight and everything is judged by actual minutes on air. 

 

Some of the interviewees were prepared to give a bigger say to the audience, and they were 

calling for more radical approach in terms of how much audience should have a say on what 

stories are covered and how.  

 

A1: We have to be a lot smarter in the future. These are the early days of interactivity. In the 

future they will be more able to choose their own running orders; they want to be able to 

have more entertainment news or indeed no entertainment depending on their particular 

persuasion. We have to make sure we serve ever more demanding audiences.  

 

A2: If I had my way I would dismiss the stories if there was no response. Daily Mail is a 

successful newspaper because they know who the readers are and they target them. If you 

want to be a successful radio station, you hit them hard. 

 

On the other hand, I was reminded by many that it was a journalists’ responsibility to make 

sure that the quality of journalism was kept high. Interactivity helped journalists find new 

contacts and ideas, and yet there was a lot of work left for journalists; they had to make sure 

that the audience was kept informed on a variety of issues. And the biggest challenge of all 

was to tell how those “important” news stories are relevant; how they affect people’s lives.  
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A1: This could be at the centre of how we do radio. Case studies that we find with the help of 

listeners can supplement other stories, also we create a huge contact base, and those same 

people feed news stories.  But the audience also needs to hear more than their own ideas; 

people still want to know what’s going on in Iran or what the Government is doing. 

 

A2: You have to identify what it is that you’re trying to achieve not just with interactivity but 

with your output generally. People don’t necessarily know that they want it and you have to 

do it in a way that pulls them in. We have to make it relevant to those people, engage them 

and make them want to come again. That’s very crucial and competition is only growing.  

I am huge promoter of interactivity but you have to use it intelligently. You must always 

know why you are doing i. What is it that you are hoping to add? Does it bring gripping 

radio because that’s the ultimate aim. You don’t drop your standards just because you are 

involving the audience. That’s a hard message to get through. 

 

The interviewees also brought up the resistance towards interactivity among journalists. 

They called for a change in attitudes of not only public service broadcasters generally, but 

individual journalists. Instead of feeling superior to what they were doing, they should not 

only listen to the audience but also to learn from the audience. Furthermore, the change in 

attitude meant that although funded by licence fees, and other public money, public service 

broadcasters had to face the reality that commercialism dictates the media world. To justify 

their existence in the future they had to learn to market their radio stations and television 

channels. There was a subconscious modesty regarding the work and performance, and many 

were not too worried about winning new audiences. The interviewees, most of them in 

editorial posts, were more aware of the new challenges of the BBC and were emphasising 

the importance of competition and policies to win new audiences. 

 

A1: Also all of us have to do more marketing and engage more with our audience when we 

go on trips. We are very modest and any commercial organisation would kick us out for not 

doing more. Your story project does not necessarily always produce pieces to be broadcast 

on air but it is part of our PR to have those stories on the website. We need to keep our 

audience but we can also win new audiences.  WHYS only broadcast on six radio stations in 

the US and yet they have interactions from people who listen to their programme in 22 states. 

Clearly those people are not listening on the radio, they are coming to the programme by 
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some other means and you have to assume that it is mostly via computer. So that’s a new 

audience created.  So there is a market that we are reaching into with the new technology. 

 

Some found it frustrating how traditional people still were in their listening habits despite the 

technological developments continuing to transform those habits. Although not discussed 

directly, I would be tempted to find an explanation for the following comment in the 

generation gap of the audiences. 

 

A1:  I am struck by the way traditional people are in their consumption about the media; I 

have met a lot of people who just are not interested in listening to phone-in programmes like 

WHYS. 

 

The journalist, who was frustrated with listeners’ slow transformation, represented not only 

the middle-aged but also a radio station which was trying to reach out to a younger audience. 

I was likely to get different views from those who heard from younger generations regularly 

either because they were young themselves or had a younger audience.   

 

A1: I want to see more pictures and more videos, radio without pictures doesn’t have a 

future for young people, they’re just not interested. It is not about making TV on the radio, it 

is about providing pictorial content that is interesting and stimulating for younger 

audiences. It might be a webcam in the corner of the Breakfast studio or it might be some 

UCG content sent in by listeners at the scene of the story that helps us to illustrate our 

journalism in the digital world. It’s getting our reporters to think more visually. I want to 

explore a number of ideas that make simple filming in the style of You Tube much more than 

in the style of current high-production television news. I am interested in sexy stuff that 

involves our listeners.  

 

The vision above indicates that the Internet is going to play a bigger part in radio consuming 

in the future and that some programmes are willing to “open their doors” to the audience and 

invite them to come along even further. Furthermore, radio journalists have to adapt to their 

new roles, providing radio news with pictures. The job description of a programme-maker in 

radio has changed in recent years: as well as making radio programmes in a traditional way; 

you put stories with pictures on the programme websites, communicate with listeners by 
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emails, write blogs to trail future programmes or just generally to strengthen the relationship 

with the audience.  

 

On the other hand, you could argue that basics the of radio news journalism remain the 

same; you cover the news whether it is initiated by the audience or not, and whether they are 

listened to on the Internet or on a mobile phone doesn’t change the principles of journalism. 

You try to create as innovative, creative, unbiased and accurate news stories as possible, the 

difference is that interactivity has offered an additional tool to improve it.  

 

7. Discussion and conclusions 

 

 

The aim of this paper was to look at the value of interactivity in the BBC news, and more 

widely, the changes and challenges that it brings to journalism. There were never going to be 

direct conclusions to be drawn from the interviews but there were common themes that stood 

out. In the current competitive media climate, news organisations have to provide new 

facilities and platforms for audiences because the way in which people consume news is 

changing.  News is available anytime, anyplace, anywhere. The overall message seems to be 

that interactivity is part of the BBC’s survival strategy; audiences will rule whether there’s a 

future for the organization and therefore you can’t afford to ignore them. In more practical 

terms the function of audience participation is not only to shape the news agenda but also to 

form part of marketing and audience research.  

 

Media organisations like the BBC have funded various projects and changes in order to 

extend their relationship with audiences. The key question is how much of this is only 

experimental, and how much permanent. Editors are under pressure to “perform” within the 

limits of their budgets, and the existence of experiments like the audience team in Five Live 

and the way it has developed to an investigative unit, may come under financial pressure in 

the future. On the other hand, most people would now agree that there is no way of turning 

back either; interactivity and user generated content may be buzz words and part of media 

fashion but once you’ve introduced the new platforms, you can’t take them away. All three 

radio stations under scrutiny here also acknowledged the value of building a community 

through websites; it was an extension to audience participation but also part of PR exercise. 
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With new technology, listeners are being encouraged to contribute ideas – and content – for 

news stories. News frames, as defined earlier in this paper, are evolving and those 

“principles of selection” are being questioned by journalists themselves as they are given a 

chance to communicate closer with “ordinary people”. News agendas are being shaped by 

the audience as news journalists revalue news sources. They read emails, texts, and blogs 

and call listeners promising to include them in the editorial process but whether citizens are 

empowered by their participation is questionable. Journalists still make decisions about who 

to contact and who not to, who gets the microphone and who not. Many news workers would 

say that that’s exactly how far it should go and are very keen to maintain the editorial control 

of the content. Their priority is not to create a three-way model of interactivity, where users 

of news would choose whether they want to communicate with each other or with journalists. 

World Have Your Say has a different approach; it aims to be more of a conversation than a 

talk show by encouraging callers to talk to each other and directing questions asked by 

listeners to the quests on the programme, and by intervening as little as possible.  

 

The research showed no fundamental changes in the gatekeepers’ roles; the interviewees 

agreed that citizens were useful sources and had an important role in adding a new 

dimension, but emphasised that interactivity should not be promoted as a virtue in its own 

right. The idea of interactivity as described by the interviewees does not much reflect the 

definitions of interactivity presented earlier, for example by Downes and McMillan (2000). 

Participants (those who got in touch with the programmes) were not necessarily allowed to 

communicate actively or at least that was not the priority, likewise the timing of 

communication was dictated by deadlines, and other pressures to create “interesting radio” 

rather than meet participants’ demands. But some programmes and editors were more 

willing than the others to let the audience dictate the agenda and to keep the “newsgathering” 

process as open as possible.  

 

Following further those definitions and the notion that interactivity, in its full function, 

makes participants perceive that they have greater control of the communication 

environment, I find it interesting, for a moment, to take a look at interactivity from the users’ 

point of view. Some suggestions by the interviewees (they emphasised the importance of 
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keeping in contact with listeners “behind the scenes” as an important gesture to keep the 

audience happy) made me wonder, to what extent the participants were misled or given a 

wrong impression of the level of interactivity. They may feel that they have access to and 

power over the final product (a radio programme in this case) because they are actively in 

touch with journalists and programmes and can express their opinions and suggestions. But 

this, you could argue, has nothing to do with real empowerment. On the other hand these 

“false beliefs” by audience may still increase their satisfaction and maybe even trust in 

media. And that, of course is one of the goals of media organizations.  

 

For journalists, the value of interacting with the audience seems to mean a new kind of 

access to stories which is needed because there is a distance between journalists and the 

audience, and journalists often are not aware of what people “outside their world” are talking 

about. They have conventional ways and a certain mind-set: they approach stories by relying 

primarily on politicians, pundits and fellow journalists and only secondly on people affected 

by the stories. Furthermore, by interacting with listeners, programme makers were able to 

find stories they didn’t necessarily otherwise come across to. But journalists were keen to 

protect their own territory and reluctant to hand over too much power to their audience.   

 

Another point that the interviews brought up was that many radio journalists had distanced 

themselves from traditional journalistic practices such as digging stories. Contacts with 

members of public helped them to find stories that they were able to develop further and 

“make better journalism”.  So calls for a review of democratic values in journalism or Gans’s   

ideas for user friendly news seem to be part of the news agenda, at least the way it was seen 

by the interviewees who were all promoting interactivity as a partial solution to enrich the 

agenda and strengthen democracy. The programme makers were aware of the decline in the 

citizen engagement with representative politics, especially among the young people. They 

felt that public service broadcasting may have to redefine its ideals and relationship with 

audience by creating more imaginative forms of journalism where citizens play a more 

deliberative role in their democracy. More importantly voting may not be the only sign of a 

more engaged citizenry; it was often felt that interactivity offered channels for citizens to 

become active in a new, and sometimes maybe more direct way.  
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The ideas behind public journalism were to reform and to activate citizens. As presented 

earlier in this paper, those who have tried to develop those ideas further have called for 

direct citizen participation, horizontal communication between citizens and journalists’ 

responsibility to advocate measures that correspond to given problems. The examples of 

some news stories given earlier seem to indicate that journalists can play a role in helping 

problem solving for citizens as well as offering an important platform for them to 

communicate with politicians and other influential people. For interviewees this may mean 

“added value” but most of the time their main aim was to do “gripping radio” and not 

particularly activate listeners. 

 

Interactivity offers alternative sources, but whether new media will ever pose a real threat to 

mainstream media organizations remains to be seeing. But it challenges news organisations 

to rethink their strategies and news agendas. Any future media guru will advise news 

organisations to build up relationships with audiences even further; it is part PR exercise, 

raising their profile, reaching out new audiences and being a modern news provider.  

 

But the emphasis on using listeners’ news and comments has its critics. Tim Luckhurst, who 

was an assistant editor at Five Live’s launch, wrote in the Independent on Sunday in 2007 

that he was “alarmed” at a lack of serious news on the station. “Much of what is categorised 

as news is really gossip. Accessible journalism has ceded ground to condescending 

populism,” he wrote. “No longer content to tell its audience what to think, Five Live has 

chosen to listen instead. The approach raises profound questions about what public-service 

news provision now means, and although Five Live is boldly crawling towards a definition, 

there are obvious pitfalls.”  

 

 Many media strategists would find those comments surprisingly old-fashioned and even 

patronizing but with so much focus on interactivity there clearly is an undercurrent of 

discontent among many journalists and that was reflected by some comments by the 

interviewees. They often felt that those who embrace interactivity produced creative, fresh 

journalism but often they were faced with resistance and a lack of co operation from those 

less enthusiastic about audience participation.  
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It often looks like mainstream media has been trying to embrace interactivity and citizen 

journalism because it is “the next big thing”, but in many ways journalists are struggling to 

understand it and come to terms with it. After concluding my research and also drawing from 

my own experience, I have to agree with those who say that a marriage, although maybe not 

a perfect one, between the journalists (mainstream journalism) and the audience (citizen 

journalism, audience contributions, and interactivity) is necessary. I think both forms offer 

opportunities to each other; journalists can draw lessons, contacts and content and build 

networks with the help of the audience. New media and increased audience participation has 

put us journalists on the back foot which I think can only be good for democracy and 

transparency in the media. Maybe there has been a kind of complacency among the media, 

which for so long maintained only a one-way communication between media and audience.  

 

On the other hand, again based on the interviews and my own experience with radio news, I 

am hesitant to call recent developments revolutionary. The way we broadcast news is 

changing with new technology and we interact more with the audience, but the premises of 

the work remains the same, the most revolutionary development may still be the creation of 

talk radio, the form where people initially, all those years ago, were invited to join in to 

make their contributions.  Citizen journalism does not automatically generate content and it 

often is more responsive than productive. The prediction shared by all the interviewees was 

that the relevance of traditional practises in the future would remain very much a part of the 

audience participation era. Journalists, who remain anxious and feel insecure about the 

growing presence of new media and audience input, were naturally keen to emphasise that 

they were needed to identify and develop the “real stories” behind audience contributions.  

 

My overall impression of the perceptions of the interviewees was that they defined 

professional journalism as some kind of core of mass communication; it was “under attack” 

by various forms of new media but there was no danger, in their mind, that anything could 

fundamentally shake the foundations of that core journalism. They welcomed the changes 

and challenges, again as they were expected to, but remained predominantly optimistic about 

the future; citizens could never replace journalists, but they could improve journalism with 

their input. I think there is no doubt that news journalism is experiencing a transformation, 

although in some sectors very slowly, but it is too difficult to predict how far the practises 

and principles will be shaken up with interactivity.  
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The public service broadcasters are preparing for the age of content-on-demand. They 

recognize the significance of social websites as well as the importance of engaging 

audiences in conversations to win back young audiences. The main conclusion to be drawn 

from this research is that there is value in interactivity but only if broadcasters are prepared 

to listen and take the ideas further. In the future it is important to make the audience feel part 

of the editorial process – for example by soliciting ideas for future programmes. But 

journalists can’t lose sight of their core values and they always have to ask why we are doing 

this.  It has to enrich the output whether it is fresh news angles, news voices, unheard stories 

or new locations.  It is also important in the future to investigate to what extent interactivity 

projects affect the long-term values and behaviours of news journalists particularly in those 

organizations where developments have been slow to come. Equally important and 

interesting would be to turn this research the other way around, and to examine interactivity 

from the audience’s point of view. The definitions, evaluations and conclusions of that kind 

of research may look very different from this one.  
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APPENDIX: Questions. 

 
1. Why did you “need” an audience team/how would you describe interactivity/ How has 

your relationship with the audience developed over the years? 

2. How has it changed the routines in the office?  

3. How is the newsgathering process changing with audience interaction? 

4. Ordinary people and social problems have always been under scrutiny. What is the 

difference now? 

5. Why do you think you need to be told by audience about good stories?  

6. .What does all this mean for the "quality" of news and news journalism?  

7. Many journalists seem to feel threatened and anxious about audience participation? 

8. Do you think they are worried about their jobs? 

7. What threats and dangers can you identify in audience participation? 

8. Why is more audience participation desirable or is it? 

9. To what degree should the audience be able to set the agenda?  

10. Is it more democratic? 

11. Is participation of audience a way to restore bit of that trust and even increase 

democracy?  

12. Public service duty; what does it mean to you? (as wide a reach as possible, educate the 

public, activate them) 

13. Do you feel that it is enough to identify interesting stories with the help of interaction, or 

should we go further and try to encourage the public to become more politically active? 

14. What does the future bring? 

 

 

 

 


